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The need of the study 
----
Travel over snow by vehicle in Arctic and mountainous terrain is 
one of the most difficult problems of our Armed Forces and oilier public 
and private agencies. Agencies whose services demand over-snow travel 
find little or no adequate means of transport. Those vehicles which 
are available, are either economically infeasible in. construc~on and 
operating costs, or have serious operational limitations. 
A great amount of research has been done, but as yet, no vehicle 
has been produced to successfully meet the varied· problems of over-
snow transportation. 
The Utah state Agricultural Coll.ege, and its affiliated organiza-
tion, the Utah Scientific Research Foundation, in cooperation with 
other public and private agencies, has sponsored several research pro-
jects which have attempted to produce a satisfactory over-sn~>li vehicle. 
There is need to coordinate the conclusions of these research pro-
jects and to make a comparative analysis of the vehicles proruced. This 
analysis will aid further investigation in the field, and help prevent 
duplication of effort in areas previously investigated. 
The specific objectives of this stu<\v may be stated as ·follows: 
1. To compile a historical project record of over-snow 
vehicle research done at Utah State Agricill tural 
College from 1939 to 1954 including pertinent tech-
nical data. 
2. To make a comparative analysis of the vehicles pro-
duced by these research projects. 
3. 1'0 relate what has been done in the field of over-snow 
tranSport at Utah state Agricultural College with that 
done by other selected agencies dlring the same period. 
Completion of these objectives should be ot value to future de-
signers or over-snow vehicles by, more accurt tel3 describing the oper-
ational problems of these machines in the ~ varied conditions in 
, 
which they must operate to be successful. 
- I 
Procedures !!! maldng tJle stugy I 
2 
The historical information has been as~embled from field diaries of 
I 
project leaders, periodi.c reports of agenCirS concerned and from personal 
interviews with the various project leader~' during the period ot vehicle 
development. 
The comparative data have been assemb~ed in the form of a descrip-
tive analysis of the important perf'ormallQ, and design features ot each 
I. 
vehicle. Comparative charts will be _ , where field trials have been 
held tor the _purpose of making a performance analysis. 
\ 
Where possible, photographs have bear used to supplement the des-
crip ti va machine da ta. 
.3 
BACIDROUND 
The over-snow vehicle projects at Utah State Agricultural College 
are the result of the snow surveY and water run-off forecasting program. 
The science of snow measurements tor the accurate forecasting of 
water run-off was initiated by Dr. J. E. Church of the University ot 
Nevada. in 190.5 when he began his experimental. work. It is of interest 
to note that Ir. Church was a professor of Latin, Gernan, and Art 
Appreciation. He became interested in the science of snow measurement 
because of his love of the outdoor life. He has studied · snow in nearly 
all sections of the world, and .is probably the outstanding cryologist 
alive. His work has resulted in the vast network of snow survey courses. 
In 1923, Utah 8stablished its own snow measurement system. This 
program was pioneered under the di.rection of George De Clyde, former 
Dean of Engineering at Utah State Agricultural College. Clyde con-
tinued the snow measurement work, initiated by Dr. Church, and it was 
under Clyde I s direction that the snow survey program became the exact 
science it is today. 
, 
1 
In 1935, the federal government began its support of the snow 
su.rvey program, resulting in the present 1 large network of snow survey 
I 
courses throughout the country. furing the p erio d from 1923 to 1940, 
eighty-three snow survey courses were established in Utah. Most ot 
these courses were located and laid out ~ersona1l.y by Clyde. The initial 
~out and periodic checking of these ·co~rses . was all done on snow shoes. 
! . 
This. as anyone who has used snow shoes can attest, was a monumental 
task. 
Dlring the later years of the above period, the agriculture and 
business people began to depend more and more on the apcuracy of the 
snoW' survey and water run-orr f~reeasts. This resulted in a demand for 
more frequent and more extensive snow surveys. At this time, it became 
apparent that it was no longer feasable to adequately cover the snow 
surV'6:f system in Utah with only snowshoe transportation. The timing 
I . 
of the surveys was too exacting, and the dang,rs to ·the snow surveyors 
4 
from over-exert1on and exposu~ had beeo~ greater as the system expanded. 
As a result ot the above tac~rs, CJ.;yde 4Cided to .obtain /lOme type or 
vehicle which would replace the snow shoel as- a means or over-snow trans-
;- 't , 
portation. 
, 
. . : 
The cOllllllercialJ.;y available over-snow \TehiCleS were consi dared, and 
upon examination, it was quite evident th~t none of them was su.11;able 
. ! 
tor the mountainous regions of Utah. TheJlmountainS of this area pre-
sent a wide variety of snow concH. tiona an an extremely versatile machine 
is required to successfully traverse all he different types of snow 
f 
and terrain. The only practical solution ~ was to attempt to produce 
. . I " 
. I 
localJ.;y a vel)icle sui ted to' the use ot sn,bw survey crews in the area 
and climtatic condi. tiona in which they nn1.st operate. This decision· 
I 
was the first step in the extensive resElJl,rCh program in over-snQ.w 
I 
vehicles at the utah state Agricultural College. 
5 
CJi TE.? I 
o. 1 
The sno1-nrrobi les J. roduced by ~ ialter __ ansen of Ephraim , t ah , \ihile 
not constructed at Utah st te Agricultural Colle e , are i cluded in this 
~er because of t e direct i~fluence th~ ave had on t he desiens of 
all t e snovnnobile ' rodlced since at Utah s t ate r ericul tura l College. 
Lansen built at least t HO snowmobiles pr evious to hi s e loyment 
at Ut ah state AGricultural Colle .8 . These t a machi es \-rere constructed 
by ansen on _ is 0 m time and money as an avocati on. It l S intended 
t l at t hey be used to tran~ort skiers to t he top of Et. r orses ioe, near 
Ephraim, ut ah . These machines -rere built ,nth an o_,en centere d self 
cleaning track, and a front s teering sId or toboge: an. The se features 
h ve si nce been u se on most sno~ . obileG produc~d at Ttah St ate 
A ricultural Collerrc . I ansen obt ained a patent on t .. :us open centered 
t e of trac .'. T1 e atent -LS t~tled nop~ Centered Sno ·; Tracks" No. 
2385758, issued ctober , 19 3. 
The first nachine . roduced by . ansen . f eatured a 192." six-cylinder 
Chevrolet engine. rEhe trans i ssio!l and diil.ercntial ~lerc f rom a Chevrolet 
l:~ ton truc , whic 1 gave the sno. labile ampl e e r r c cti n , a l th~ gh 
most running VTou l d nece sarily have to b e done i t he lOHer gears \-lith 
t hes e units. To. spee~ on goo d snow was t~ent - five miles ' er houro 
Steering was accomp lishe d by means of a large single tobos e an attache d 
to and runnine; i n !'ront of t he sno mlobile. Thi s toboggan wa s also used 
to carry a dditional equipment an p ersonnel. This arranE, ement has 
since p roved to be r latively inef f ective as a means of steering and 
\oms one of t l e .r-eat €s 1 ansen c} an ed on lis second machine. 
• 
6 
TI1e tracks were open centered, all metal t y e, runnin over ~neurnatic 
tires 0 (Figure 2.) Flexibility of the tracks was obtained by hinge nins 
. aced approximately t welve inches apart along the track lenv t : . 
metal tracks were lat~r replaced 'tdth ~b er belting tracks to 
longer life and fe ler maintenance _ rob1ems. 
Hansen Snowmobile ~. ~ 
These 
rovide 
The socond machine was, in many features, similar to the fir st 
sno't-nnobile prochlced by I ansen. The engine was changed from a Chevrolet 
to a Ford V , giving the advantage of more power and the desirable 
feature of a full pressure l ubric tion system. This full pressur~ lub-
rioation system would work while tilted tuenty-fi ve des rees in any di-
rection. The lack of a full _ ressure lubrication system is a serious 
drawback to any en ine for use in snowmobiles. This feature has been 
chan€:ed in more recent Chevrolet engines and since 1953, t hese engines 
are equipped dth a _ ull pressure lubrication system. 
The transmission and differential used 't.z3.S, as in the first model, 
from a l~ ton, truck with t he s ame problems of lovl gear runn'ng and 
t 
heavy ueiaht. Tl e tr3.ck drive was by pneumatic tires featuring a knobby 
tread to improve the frictional coefficient between the w e els and the 
tracko Both of } ansen' s machi es drove the tracks fro 1 t 1e reo rend 
only. 
An at~t was made to improve the steeri.:.1g c aracteristics of 
this machine by use of two ddel y spaced slds instead of a single 
toboggan_t e runner. (Fi:u.re 1.) This system was undoubtecUy mor-e 
effective under sider~ll conditions. Two separate skis, or even one 
81 (11e s d, seemed t o have def inite advantages over the wide toboggan-




excessive amount of power to push it through the snow. This was 
especiaJ.ly true in soft snow or powdered snow condi t1~ns • 
. Both of Hansen' s snowmobiles were perhaps crudely pu t ~ogether I but 
this does not necessarily refiect upon the sld.ll of the builder J but 
rather upon the limited materials J tools J and finances he had to work 
wi the Most of the track features, and some of the other features, have 
been retained in all subsequent snowmobiles that have bean produced at 
Utah state Agricultural College. 
CHAPTER II 
THE UTAH SNOWMOBILE 
~ Sno1llJllObile No. ! 
Ihring the year 1941, it became very evident that something had 
to be done to provide better transportation for the snow surveyors. 
Dean Clyde subsequently contacted Hansen at Ephraim to acquaint him-
self with the features of the Hansen snowmobile. Having received 
Hansen' 8 recommendations as to what was :to be desired in constructing 
a snowmobile, Clyde 1ni tiated a construction program for a new snow-
mobile at the college in Logan, Utah. 
lD 
Hansen did not come to Logan at that date. The work was initiated 
and parts accumulated under the direction of Messrs. Clyde lfurst, Oliver 
Lucheri.ni, and Roy France, employees of the automotive department of 
I 
Utah state ~cultural College. Hurst, Lucherini, and France, trorrting 
from instructions relay-ed from Hansen at Ephraim, had begun construc-
tion of the snowmobile when Hansen arrived in Logan. Upon his arrival 
Hansen recommended changing the method or tightening the tracks. The 
method used was to support the front axle only at the center and allow 
it some free pivoting action so as to equalize the pressure upon the 
tracks. SUbsequent designs in later anolmlObilee have since proved this 
to be an unfavorable method of track adjustment. 
A secoDd change recommended by Hansen was- the mounting or the 
center idler wheel on springs 80 as to depress it below the level ot 
the front and rear wheel. This change was made to i~rove the steer-
ing characteristics of the vehicle. The spnmg center idler wheel dld 
help the steering characteristics on hard ground and crusted snow. 
However, it was a defini te hindrance on soft snow, as it ten dad to 
concentrate the pressure at a single point. This concentration ot 
pressure is in cti.rect OP I osition ~o the information now available, 
'Which indicates the weight should be spread unifonnly over as large 
an area as possible. 
II 
The ut,ah SnolmlObile No. 1 was co~leted in time for the J;.940-~ 
snow-survey seas&n, and put in operation by the utah state Agricul tm:u 
College Engineering ,EJqJeriment Station. This machine proved to be far 
too large and heavy for desirable operation in soft snow. However, it 
dtd operate for several winters as it was the best machine available 
a t that time. 
The flotation characteristics of this vehicle, that is pounds per 
square inch of track area, were not desirable, and while its actual 
waight is not }mown, it is estimated by the author to have been at 
least l! pounds per square inch of track. 
The machine steered by a single, ten inch wide, six foot long, 
metal sld.. The sid. was mounted at the end of a ten foot long boom. 
Motion was transferred from the steering wheel to the sId by means of 
a sprocket, chain, and cable arrangement. (Figure 3.) The mounting 
of the sprocket was such that it did not pivot at exactly the same 
point as the boom, and as the sId rose and fell while passing over 
obstructions, a binding effect was produced upon the steering cables, 
mald.ng steering difficult and sometimes ili1possible. 
The tracks '-lere all metal of the hinge pin type, '\od th grousers 
placed both cross nse and length wise of the tracks. The tracks had 
good climbing and sidehilling ability, but there was a definite tend-
ency of the tires to spin in the t ,racks. Several methods to correct this 
SPinning were tried, .~ best being the use of knobby cleate~ tires and 
cutting cross grooves so that the tires were engaged in somewhat of a 
12 
13 
The all metal tracks had a short life. The hin e p ins 
sprocket manner. 
th onrnecting holes at the end of t he ·track segments tended to and .1e c 
1 h den becominp' brittle and t hen break. \lor::- ar, v 
Illrine the last Tinter t hi s mac_Une Has run, it sometimes becaI!le 
a"f'9\T to carry along' an acet lene ueldinp' outfit to make f ield re-nccess "'J 
.. 
nairs "11 en the tracks broke. The tracks liTere also extre I ely diffi~t 
to nanage t-then it bec c.Ulie necessary to remove and r ep lace t :leJ" Ii aking 
any type of field r epairs to t he machine diff icult. en 
This machine \>TaS equiPl ed i"lth a 1929 Chevrolet six-c rlin dcr engine 
of ap_ roximately seventy 1 ors power. The transmiss ion -ras a four- speed 
unit. The differential was fro . a l~ ton C~evrolet truck. The traus-
mission and differential wero both very heavy, contributing to a..n. un-
desirable overall weighto 
The machine, runnine Hit normal truck gearine , w s forced to 
operate in the first or second genr Lost of the ti.16. ~ better arrange-
mant would have been to reduce tr e final drive r tio by at least two 
to one so as to provide oT')eration in the per range of the tra'15-
mission the majority of t he tL~e. The en ine also had s erious lubrica-
tion difficulties as on .. anson's • revious machines. The Chevrolet engine 
had very good tor ue c aracterist.ics, e specially in the 10t-1 s eed range. 
7ms feature is desirable i any snowmobile as nruch of the run ing is 
oo .. e under full or nea rly full pover. T lis hie 1 torque t y; e of engine 
--
will lue down DDlch bet tar t~ an s e other en{3ll1es rlhi ch have high engine 
speeds. 
~ Snourllobi1e 
The orie inal Utah sno mobile first ran during the \-linter of 1941-42. 
It continued 0 0t ~ration in its ori inal design t hrouh the winter of 1944-45. 
Ihring the winter of 1945- 6, the tracks of the o. 1 mac line "t-Tere modified. 
-... ~ 
The metal tracks were discarded and were replaced with a rubber track 
constructed from conve,ror-type belting. The grousers were constructed 
from half-inch water pipe and a channel was tomed in the middle of 
them in a semt.-circular shape, in which the tires ran. This type of 
grouser tire guide arrangement proved unsatisfactory. The machine could 
hardl.y operate in any type of snow due to slippage between the wheels 
and the tire guides. An attempt was made to improve . the friction be-
tween the wheel and tire guide by cutting cross grooves in the tires but 
this proved to be of little value. 
In the spring of 1946.t France and a snow survey crew took this 
machine on a trip to 110nte Cristo, east of Ogden, Utah, but they were un-
able to reach their goal because of serious wheel slippage. They had to 
return without maldng the snow surveys. This was the last trip at~ted 
by this machine. After its return to Logan it was diS]llaIltled in the 
summer ot 1946. 
The No. 1 Utah Snowmobile, and the modified machin.e, lIhile pot 
cOJl¥)letely successful as over-snow vehicles, did provide a large bac~ 
ground ot information and experience which could be used in constructing 
later vehicles. 
CHAPTER III 
BARRETT S JOWNOBILES 
Barrett Snowmobile No. t. 
The year 1946 started a new era in snowmobile constrtlction at Utah 
state Agrlcul tural College. Clyde had resigned his position as Dean 
of the School of Engineering and Illrector of the Engineering EJq)eriment 
station, to accept a pos! tion as Chief of the D1vision of Irrigation of 
the Soil Conservation Service, having direct charge or all irrigation 
research work in seventeen western states. Upon assuming his new 
posi tion, Clyde immediately took steps to initiate a program of re-
search and development of oVer-snow vehicles to fac1li tate the broad 
snow suryey system now \meier his dtreet charge. 
It is noted here that it was the continued interest and driving 
torce of Cl\rde which was responsible for the snowmobile development pro-
gram during the period from 19UJ to 1953, at which time C4rde left the 
~loyee of the Soil Conservation Service. Clyde is now di.rectcr of the 
Utah Water and Power !3oard, and Comm;tssioner of Interstate Streams for 
the state of Utah, and at present is direct~ concerned with the develop-
ment of the Upper Colorado River lITigation Projects. 
Ulring the summer of 1946, Mr. ltJillis Barrett, an engineer with 
the Department of Agriculture, returned from an assigmnent in China. 
Upon asS'Ullling his duties with the Di.vision of Irrigation, Barrett was 
assigned by Clyde to head 'Up the research in over-snow Vehicles at Utah 
State Agricultural College. Barrett revie\ved what had been done in pre-
vious years and on previous machines, and then dlrected his attentions, 
and some e~erimentation, to the reaction of snow under compressive 
torces. 
16 
It was Barrett's feeling that most attempts to meet the over-snow 
vehicle problem had been oone by adapting automotive vehicles or 
variations thereof to over-snow transpo~ation, which was aldn to adding 
wings to an automobile and ~ee .. ting it to ny • 
. He began a series of tests to determine the effect of weight per 
un! t area on the various types of snow, and the force necessary to pull 
sliding loads, and loads on rollers over different kinds 'of snow. He 
made definite attempts to measure the rolling resistance of different 
types of tracks and wheels in different snow condi tion.s. 
Outstanding among his investigations was his attempt to determine 
just what pattern snow took under corrq:>ression from different loads. 
This study' was done by fixl.ng a gri d of colored lines in the snow, in-
serting tubes with colored antifreeze solutions into the snow and then 
withdrawing a swab which left lines in the snow. These grid lines were 
placed both vertically and horizontally. Weights were then ch"opped 
on the grid area. When the weight was removed, the snow was careful4" 
scraped away to the platn of the grid. It was ,then possible to ex.ami..ne 
the distortion of the gri d lines and obtain a true picture of how sn"ow 
distorts under a compressive load. The author assisted Barrett in 
DIaldng these tests, and it is his belief that this was one of the most 
worth-while investigations undertaken. More work needs to be done in 
this field and it is quite evident that it is this type or investigation 
that will yield valuable information for any future designers ot snow-
mobiles. 
Before stanting construction of the first machine built under his 
d:l.rection, Barrett noted several features, as a result of the above tests, 
which he felt should be incor orated in a snowmobile. 
A machine should be a"a light as possible, not to exceed si~tenths of 
or a pound per squre inch of supporting area. The tracks should be ot 
such a type as to provide the widest d1.strlbution ot load, with no 
localizing pressure points 1drl.ch tend to break through the supporting 
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snow surface. A device should be in corpora ted by means of springs, 
levers, or a combination of both, to provi de some means of shifting the 
center of gravity of the snowmObile in negotiating dlfferent slopes. 
That is, the steeper the slope the more forward should be the center of 
gravi ty. The steering should be done by . means of some sId. arrangement 
with on~ Enough weight on tho sId. to provide adequate steering and 
to <b some ini tiai pacldng of the snow ahead ot the tracks. This pack-
ing of the snow by the ski improves the track notation. 
Ihe to the lack of accurate field diary Infonnation, the figures 
which follow on Barrett'lS No. 1 machine are only close approximations. 
A good view or general construction details can be had from Figure 4-
The machine weighed ap roximately 1,800 pounds and had a notation char-
~st1c of seven-tenths of a pOWld per square inch. The tracks were 
of the metal type with hinge pins. The track sections were appro:x1mately 
eight inches long. They were constructed of light sixteen-gauge stain-
leas steel sheet. DLf'ficulty was found in preventing them from work,.. 
hardening and failure trom metal fatigue. 
The machine had a bogie wheel s;yst~ of three small wheels ldlieh 
helped to distribute the load ev~ over the track area. These mnall 
wheels had such a small rolling ractl.us and were equip ad with such 
poor bearings, tha~ they would not stand the loads imposed upon them. 
Tire and bearing failure was .frequent. 
The track was originally dri ven from the rear 'Wheels onl¥ by 
means ot trietion, and later by means of a sprocket-tooth arrqamant, 
cut in the thick rubber surtaces of the driving wheels. It is noted here 
, .. 
Fig. 4. Barrett Snowmobile Number 1 ~ designer Willis Barrett standing on machine ~ 
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that the sprocket arrangement or driving a track is generally unsaU ... 
, factory due to the difficUlty of maintaining a constant pitch line 
dlstance on the track and driving wheel. The track Ed ther attempts to 
cli"'T1b ahead or ~lag behind the driving wheel causing a jerky' uneven motion 
Wich produces severe vibrations and consequent failure of the vehicle 
components. 
The engine used in this vehicle was a Ford V-8, sixty horsepower 
uni t. This engine was reliable and had one ot, the best power weight 
ratios of any engine that has been used in snowmobiles produced at Utah 
state Agricultural College. It is Wlfortunate that the production or 
this mgine has since ceased because of popular demand for a more power-
f'ul autolOObile. 
The transmission used in this vehicle trom a Model-A Ford, as 
was the dlrrerential assembly. The width ot the differential was cut 
cbwn to give a narrower tread to the snow vehicle. It will be noted 
here that these units e probably not Barrett's choice as the most 
desirable, but rather the only ones available due to limited financial 
resources and the limited availability of power units of any type so 
soon a!'ter World War II. 
Steering was ck:>ne by a single broad toboggan type sld.. Hhile this 
type sId. hap soma a.dvantages in tendlng to pack the snow oown slightly 
ahead of the track:J which reduced the necessary clearanc of the ve!rl-cle, 
it was not a. very effective method ot steering and was of no value when 
croSsing intermittent stretehes of bare ground. The td.da ski had to 
be removed and small steering wheels installed in its place tor any bare 
ground encounterecio 
The machine had a top speed of fifteen to eighteen miles per hour 
and normally operated at ten to twelve miles per hour. The climbing 
/ 
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and sidahilling characteristics were both good. It was able to negotiate 
a slope of thirty per-cent while climbing or sidehilling. 
This machine saw limited. use on snow surveys dlring the winter of 
1946-47. It was plagued with failure of one part of another all season. 
'I1le metal -tracks in particular gave trouble as did the small bogie wheel 
system. 
United States Geological Survey Hachine No. ! 
llirlng the summer of 19Q6, United states Geological Survey also 
. , 
became interested in procuring a snowmobile for use in their stream 
\ 
gauging work during early spring operations in high mountain areas. 
Mr. W. V. Iorns, project engineer of the Logan office of United 
states Geological Survey, contacted Clyde, and it was decided that an 
additional machine should be constructed at the College Wlder the direc-
tion of Barre~t. 
Barrett was ai,ded in the construction of this vehicle by Emmett 
nwine and other student help. The machine constructed for Un! ted states 
Geological Survey was siml.lar to the No. 1 Barrett machine except that 
, 
it was ' smaller and lighter. The power was provided by a Crosley tour-
cylinder engine ot twentY-six horsepower. The transmission was a com.-
bination ot Ford and Crosley transmissions placed in tandem providing a 
COmpound gearing arrangement. The dlfferential was ~om a Cronley. The 
brake drum were replaced with sprocket and the final \dri ve to the rear 
'-. 
wheels being by a chain from the sprocket on the di.f'f'e~tia1 to the 
rear wheels. 
This machine showed definite promi.se as it was elctramely light 
, I \ 
makLng it pOSsible to negotiate very sort snows. :(t ~s plagued by 
many mechanical failures, chiet among them being tro~?le with the small 
high speed Crosley engine. This engine was a sheet steel. welded type 
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block assembly which di.storted readily under vary::ng hot and cold motor 
conditions causing subsequent failures among the valves and other in tarnal 
parts. On later models, this engine was replaced with a Crosley engine 
which had a cast-iron block 'Which partially alleviated this problem. 
The Crosley transmission also gave trouble becauSe the counter shaft 
ran in bronze bushing, r ther than ball or roller bearing~ These bronze 
bushings wore rapidly producing excessive gear clearance and subsequent 
failure of the transmi ssion uni t. 
The method used in this machine of rwlning two automotive trans-
missions in tandem i s definitely not goo d. The second un1 t in the power 
train is very much overloaded in that the torque has already been 
multiplied several times before entering the rear transmission. This 
means, the bearing and gears of the rear transmission must carry several 
times their designed load, and it usually fails before being in opera-
tion very long. 
The final drive from the transmission to rear wheels by rooans of . 
roller chain lIlS also a source of consi derable trouble. These chains were 
not 81closed in any type cover and the snow and ice would build up in 
between the sprocket and chain until it would ultimately exez:t enough 
pressure to break the chains. This type of open drive has been tried 
on several other snowmobiles and has failed in all cases. 
When roller chains are used as a means of final or primary dri va 
in over-snow vehicles, they should be enclosed in some suitable case, 
one that has constant bath -lubri.cation. 
The small Crosley machine would, under most condi. tions, climb 
exceed:i.n~ly steep hills. lliring operation on one trip through the 
Uintah Mountains of utah, it negotiated several slo as of 8p_ roximately 
fifty-five to sixty per-cent. 
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It was the first machine to ever successful~ negotiate the slopes 
leading up to the Washington Lake Snow Course. This particular run" in 
the author's opinion, provides the ultimate test of any snowmobile for 
use in the western IOOuntaina. Only one other snowmobile has ever success-
tully elimbed to this snow course, that being one of the earlier models 
or the Frandee SnoShu, a machine . described later in this study. 
Barrett Snowmobile No. ~ 
lliring the summer and tall of 1947, Barrett \ttldertook the redesign 
and modlfication of his Number One machine. This machine had been used 
during the past season by 5011 Conservation Service for making snow 
surveys in northern Utah. The machine was operated during most of this 
period by Dean K. FUhriman, a snow survey project leader for Utah. 
BarNtt bad continued his ·e~er1mentB on the compressibil1 ty of 
snow during the winter of 1946-47 and he proceeded to incorporate 
several changes in his vehicle which be believed would be desirable. 
The same motor was used, but an addi. tional transmission was installed 
behind the .first transmission to make it possible for the vehicle to 
have an extremely low gear ratio. This extremely slow speed is very 
desirable in many situations. However, this method of achieving low 
speed by two transmissions in tandem, is defin.i tely no·t good. 
The tracks were changed from the all metal type to an open-centered 
rubber oonveyor belt type vi th grousers made of light chrome molybdenum 
steel tubing. Short projecting lengths of tubing were welded to the 
grousers at right angles to 1Iri>rove the maehine's sidehilling ability". 
I~rovements were made to the bogie wheels to improve their bearing 
lite. 









its place was substituted two narrow sIds of approxtmately six inches 
width and five feet length. These sIds were so placed primari~ ' to 
pack t~e snow directly ahead of the tracks. 
The sld.s had adjustable fins on each 5i de which could be lov~d 
by means of an adjustment to aid in turning of the machine in hard sur-
face snows. The 5lds also had box-type construction so as to present 
some edge area to the snow to ai d in turning. 
This double sId. arrangement was a very definite improvement over 
the wide single toboggan. It was also now possible to pla.ce two re-
tractable pneumatic wheels of approxi.mate~ twelve inches in diameter 
between the two sIds which could be lowered to negotiate intenJti. ttent 
stretches of dry ground. This vehicle as in its previous fonn, also 
included a spring arrangement which provided for a 1im:i. ted oscalation 
of the whole track assembly helped to smooth out the ride and distribute 
the load under uneven snow condi. tions. 
The machine, in its redesigned form, operated during the winter of 
1947-48. As long as this machine could be kept "free from mechanical 
failures 1 t dLd a good job of succe·ss.t'uliy negotiating most snow condi-
tions. However, it was continually plagued with mechanical trouble. 
It is the opinion of the author that the general over-all de~ign 
of this vehicle was such that it could be called a successful snowmobile. 
The author believes the aforementioned mechanical failures were the re-
sul t of general poor workmanship. 
Weld failures were frequent as were material failures. Most of 
these failures were due to improper choice of wel~ng lJlethods, material 
chOice, etc •• "One should recognize that Barrett and his associates 
were worldng with very llmi ted resources and the period immedLately 
follOWing World \~ar n made it difficult to obtain a choice of whee18, 
bearings, and other structural components of the vehicle. 
The author attributes most of the weld failures on the vehicle 
to the electric arc welding method which was used on thin materials, 
particularly those of chrome molybdenum steel. A better method would 
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be to follow the recognized aircraft industry practice of using the 
o~-aeetylene method ot welding chrome molybdenum steels, which give 
BOWlder welds and less locked-in stresses which lead to subsequent failure 
from fatigue. 
Uni ted States Geological Survey Snowmobile No. ! (modified) 
While Barrett's No. 1 snowmobile was being modified, the United. 
states Geological Survey machine was also brought into the shops at 
Logan for reworJr and overhaul before the coming snow season of 1948-49. 
The transmission bushings were replaced in the small Crosley trans-
mission and an attempt made to have the factory build a transmission for 
this vehicle with roller bearings on the counter shaft. They were not 
successf'ul in their efforts to procure this type transmission. 
Later in the season, the mgine exhaust system was directed against 
the chains and sproekets~ This was successful on in moderate tempera-
ture conditions. In extremely cold weather this exhaust system aggra. . 
vated the icing conditions as it meltecl some of the dry snow to produce 
ice. Later the sprockets were ground on the edges at the root of the 
spaces between the teeth to narrow the contact area between the sprocket 
and tile chain. This increased the load between the sprocket and the 
chain per unit area, to an amotmt that would squeeze out the ice and 
Parti~ elimi.n~te the icing condi tiona. This shortened the lite of 
the sprocket and chain. 
This method was the fi. 1al att empt by Barrett and his associates 
to drive an over-sno'-1 vehicle with an open chain ~ve. It was concluded 
Fig. 6. United States Geological ~urvey 
Snowmobile Number 3 on right ~ 
that it was impractical to successfully meet this chain icing condi-
tion. All chains on later machines were run in closed cases. 
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On a later modification of this vehicle the chains were run in 
closed cases and the exhaust was introduced into these cases to eliminate 
any water which leaked in. This application of the heat again gave the 
opposite of the desired result and only produced worse icing conditions. 
It was . concluded that the best solution was an oil bath closed chain 
drive. 
Barrett Snol~obile No. ~ 
In the summer of 1948, the Ill. vision of Irrig'ation of Soil 
Conservation Service under Clyde, decided it should launch a new effort 
in the 'Study of the over-snow vehicle transportation problem. Arrange-
ments were made to construct one totally new vehicle tor the Logan 
office o£ Soil Conservation Service, and to modifY further the machine 
of United States Geologica l Survey. Barret t again was to have charge 
of the design of these two vehicles and a better arrangement; as to 
worldng facilities and materials procurement was to be provided. In 
June of 1948, the author was hired to assist Barrett in constructing 
this new machine and a few weeks later two students were also hired. 
The Barrett snowmobile, it was decided, should be constructed 
first and the modifications would come later on the United States 
Geological SUrvey machine. Before starting the actual construction 
of the No • .3 Barrett machine, con~derable prelindnary design and lay-
out trork was done. This was really the first time that any serious 
engineering design work had been done prior to construction on the 
snowmobiles at Utah state Agricultural College. The previous machines 
had been put together with the design work .accompanying the construc-
tion. This, of course, led to many difficulties. 
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The tracks were changed considerab~ on this vehicle. The belting 
used was molded rubber belting joined by vulcani zing to form an encD.eas 
belt rather than using belt fasteners. The grousers were triangular 
section folded from sixteen-gauge chrome-molybdenum steel. Small· pro-
jections were welded to the grousers at right angles to irrq:>rove side-
hilling characteristics, and also to provi de a practically continuous 
surface for the small bogie wheels to run on. 
A system of nine boele wheels was provided with the bogie wheels 
"being cast and turned from aluminum with a three-eighths inch thick 
layer of rubber vulcani zed to the alumi.num to provi de a running surface 
against the track. This bogie wheel system provided an excellent dis-
tribution of the rleight, but the small rolling radius and the rigid 
mounting of the solid bogie wheels, made them very vlllnerable to shock 
from rocks and other obstructions in the snow. The rear drive wheel 
was also constructed with a cast aluminum rim wi th rubber vulcani zed 
onto the driving surface. It, had an extended center section to aid in 
keeping the tracks on. 
First attempts were made to drive the tracks by friction. The 
first trial. run of this machine proved this method of drive to be in 
vain, and blocks were added to the wheels to fom a sprocket effect 
which prevented most of the track slipPMe. The front or tightening 
wheel of the traCk, was also of the cast aluminum vulcanized rubber 
construotion, and it was provi ded with a nerlble mounting which in-
cluded a spring for the purpose of maintaining a specific fixed ten-
sion on the tracks at all times. This spring arrangement was not sat-
isfactory as the rear driving wheel tended to stretch and suck the 
front wheel toward the rear causing the track to go loose or slack on 
top. 
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The tracks were free to oscillate up and down at a central pivot. 
'!hl.s feature improved the ridi.ng qualities of the tracks, and as each 
track would pivot independently very little movement was transferred to 
the body. 'This feature, along with a pivoting ski system, provided a 
snowmobile which rode smoother t~an any other snowmobile with which the 
author has had contact. 
Two alda ljere provided which pivoted up and down fore and aft. 
(Figure 1.) Barrett also included a unique feature on the ski..s to pro-
vide banking ~ either dtrection and so inprove the turning and side-
hilling ability of the machine. (Figure 8.) The banking of the sIda 
was controlled from the inside of the cab by means of a lever. These 
sIds were constructed from wood reinforced lid. th metal on the edges which 
extended oown an extra inch into the snow. 
Power was provi ded by a Ford V -8, sixty horsepower engine. The 
transmission was a four speed ~ ton Ford truck transmission. The 
differential was from a Willy' 5 1948 model ciVilian Jeep. All of these 
units were very satisfactory, and little difficulty was e~erienced with 
a:ny of the drive train mechanism. The overall weight ot the vehicle was 
2,600 pounds which gave a notation characteristic of siN-tenths pounds 
per square inch. 
Under most snow condi. tions, this machine performed very well. Its 
speed was good, about thirty miles per hour top speed, and normally 
o. erating at fifteen to twenty. miles per hour in favo:rable snOll condi-
tions. The machine was relatively quiet and on loog trips, the most 
pleasant driving and ridl.ng of any vehicle produced at utah state 
Agricultural College. This vehicle operated for three seasons on snow 
survey work in Utah and southern Wyoming. After this period of operation 



















wom until maintenance was a severe problem. 
While the Barrett machine was being constructed, work was also be-
ing done on United states Geological SUrvey, Crosley powered vehicle. 
A bogie wheel system of seven bogie Wheels, similar to the system on the 
Barrett No. 3 snoilItlobile, was installed on this small machine. 'Ibis 
bogie wheel system worked very good but trouble was again e~erienced 
wi th the small Crosley engine anq other drive components of the vehicle. 
Atter the 1948-49 season this snowmobile was discarded. One feature of 
interest of this small snowmobile as it was last modified vas adapting 
to the small Crosley engine, a four-speed Chevrolet truck transmission 
which p rovided a very good range of gear ratios. This small vehicle 
operated well in most snows, but was always slow and was plagued with 





FHAN DE~ SlIOWHOBILES 
Frandee SnoShu No.1 ' 
- --
furing the winter of 1946-47, a snovlmobile was constructed by two 
men at the college which has influenced all other snovrnlobiles Which have 
since been built at the College. Roy France, head of the Automotive 
Department of the College , and Emmett Devine, who had charge of Vehicle 
Mainten~ce for the Col l ege, were the designers of this new vehicle. 
They procured parts on their own resources and constructed a vehicle 
which first ran early in 1947. As they were working ui th only their per-
sonal resOl. .. l.rces, the machine .. Tas constructed with whatever parts were 
available for the least amount of money. The engine used was a four-
cylinder 1-o del B engine. Although practically an antique, thi B engine 
provided excellent torque characteristics. The vehi.cle had a three-
speed Ford transmission, and uas equipped with front and rear differen-
tials. These differentials Here procured from early ·i illys 77 automo-
biles . The vehicle had three large wheels, which mounted 17 x 5.50 tires 
on each side. The thirty inch wide open center~d track was c1rlven from 
both the front and rear ends by friction. Drivine this track from both 
the front and rear eliminated the problem of slippage as there was enough 
frictional area between the two wheels and the track to prevent slippage 
under all but extremely severe conditions, and then this slippage could 
be eliminated by further tightening of the tracks. This front and rear 
driving of the tracks has proved to be the most important single . feature 
in snowmobile design developed at the College. This type of track drive 
has since been patented by France and Devine and has been used on several 
vehicTes. 
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steering of the vehicle was done by locldng the brakes on either 
track and so transnrt t ting power to each track separately through the 
spider gears of the differential. This steering arrangement made a vf1l'Y 
maneuverable vehicle. It cbes , however, prowce rather severe stresses 
on the spider gears of the dlfferential and some failure was experienced 
wi th the light Willy's dtfferentials. 
This vehicle, as first assembled, had no cab and 80 was very lig!lt, 
weighing ap roximately 1,600 pounds and having a notation factor of 
ona-half pound per square inch of track area which is a very desirable 
figure. The most important feature of this vehicle was its extreme 
sin¥Jlici ty. Most of the parts which" gave trouble on provious sno .. nnobiles 
had been elimnated, and the remaining moving parts were of rugged 
construction and simp1a design. All but the frame had been aiapted £rom 
standard automotive units. 
This first Frandee Snowmobile is sti 11 in operation and has tnperi-
anced little or no failure we to faulty design. The few brea.k;.downs 
which have been experienced have been caused by the designers having 
been forced to use second-hand automotive parts rather than from any 
overload placed on the parts from poor <Esign. 
Frandee SnoShu· No. 2 .< 
--
Ear~ in the spring ot 1949, \-1. V. Ioms, project engineer with 
Uni ted States Geological Survey was present at a demonstrati Jn of the 
Frandee SnoShu "No. 1. He was ~ressed by the operational characteristics 
of this vehicle and saw what he thought were potential features which 
'WOuld best meet the needs of the United states Geological Survey over-
snow transportation problem. Arrangements were made with France and 
Devine to use their design in constructing a test model for the United 
States "Geological Surva.y. Contact was made with the cooperative 
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research laboratory at the Collage which was '\Ulder the direction of the 
Soil Conservation Service and the Utah Scientific Research Foundation. 
France was assigned the task of mald.ng prelindnary' drawings for a small 
vehicle to meet the needs of United States Geological Survey _, The 
author, a;t, that time shop foreman in the laboratory, was placed in 
charge of construction of the vehicle. 
The following are some of the initial requirements listed by the 
Uni ted States Geological Survey which they thought were desirable in an 
over-snow vehicle. These features were to be used as a guide by France 
and the author in constructing this vehicle. 
1. Dry' weight not to exceed 2,00 pounds, and of such pro-
portion that it can easi~ be loaded and carried on a light 
truck of not greater than one ton capacity. 
2. Have easily repai..rable motive power and power train 
that is simple and absolutely dependable. 
3. Designed and constructed of such standard and obtainable 
material so as to' be capable ' of reproduction of additional 
units at a nominal cost. 
4. Provide comfort and safety for operating personnel and 
be simple in operation for t.ne~erienced personnel. 
5. Have cargo space and ,carrying capacity for t vTO men and 
miscellaneous equipment needed in winter stream gauging (not 
to exceed 600 pounds.) 
6. Capable of traversing the following types of terrain: 
a. Snow covered with ~ort or sticky snow, with 
reasonable ease. 
' b. Packed and settled snow, with a high degree 
of ease. 
c. Alternate snow and bare ground, with ease. 
d. Rough, rocky, and muddy grounq., with ease. 
e. Shallow streams, with ease. 
f. Timbered areas, with ease. 
g. Side slopes, with safety. 
h. steep slopes, with ease. 
The author wishes to note the use, of the above term "with ease". 
Use of this term ,by agencies to list the degree of performance of a 
vehicle, is practically useless as it is a relative term. There are 
enough uncontrollable variables in the design and construction of a 
snOWlOObile without introducing these relative tenns in the specifica-
tiona for a n~ vehicle. 
The following are specifications of the Frandee SnoShu No. 2 as 
completed and delivered to the United States Geological SUrvey. 
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(Figures 12" 13.) These specifications are quoted .from the field diary 
the author kept chlring the construction period of this vehicle. 
1. Passenger capacity ••• two roen seated; one fore and one 
aft of the engine. Bucket seats with air foam cushions. 
2. Load capacity ••• 6oQ pounds, including weight of men 
and gasoline. 
3. Overall width ••• sixty-five inches. 
4. Overall length ••• l0 1 inches. 
5. Overall height ••• seventy-two inches. 
6. Engine and power train: 
a. Enginet Hercules zm3, four-cylinders,twenty-
five horsepower at 3,700 revolutions per minute, 
bare weight, 170 pounds. 
b. Transmissionl .'lamer T-96, tbr.ee .forward 
and one ..J!8V'erse. 
c. lh-i ve sprocket: Fifteen tooth. 
de Drl. ven sprockett Forty-fi ve tooth. 
e. Chains F1~eighth inch roller type. 
The engine is centered sl1ghtly forward of the center 
of the machine in reversed position with radiator toward 
the rear. The drive sprocket is welded on the transmission 
driven shaf't and supported by a double bearing on the 
transmission housing. '!he driven sprocket is bolted to 
the back of the universal joint at the pinion shaft ex,. 
tension from the differential. 
1. Axle and differential ••• Two Jeep differentials are 
used with the long axle housing shortened eight inches. 
This gives an arrangement ldlereby short axles are used 
throughout. The dif".t:erentials are placed opposite each 
other, turned upside down to increase drive sha.ft 
clearance and directly connected ~dth universal joints 
and propeller shaft to provide a four-wheel drive. 
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Fig ~ 13 Frandee SnoShu Number 2 ..... a lat modification permitted steering of ski from inside the cab t:: 
8. Wheels ••• Eight wheels are provided with !o)lr on· each 
side to give Ian even ~ight distribution along the 
full length of the tracks. The center four . .weals'are 
idlers operating on light spindles. All tires are 
4.50 x 12 pneumatic and wheels are interchangeable. 
9. Tracks ••• The tracks are specially ~lt, each 
weighing 145 pounds. The belting use d '.1s .Quaker 
Ironsides conveyor belting, three p~, with one 
thirty-second inch rubber covering on the inside 
and one-eighth inch rubber covering on the outsi de. 
Belting width is eight inches and total vddth of 
each track assemb~ is twenty-two inches. The cross 
cleats are made flx>m one and one-eighth inch outside 
dtameter, and one-sixteenth inch wall thickness 
chrome-ml¥bdenum steel tubing defonned to heart 
shaped sections. Side hill gripping cleats are short 
Tee sections of aluminum. The tire stirrups are 
specially formed and welded from one-eighth inch by 
one inch mild steel. . 
This type track has demonstrated itself to be superior 
to any snowmobile track constructed to date. It has excellent 
flotation qualitie ~, is smooth and quiet rwming, and will 
operate on any surface without danger of damage. Gres±. er 
traction could be obtained by increasing the cleat size 
and spacing them farther apart. The cleats on the present 
machine are spaced on f'l ve inch centers. 
10. Brakes and steering system ••• The four brakes are 
standard J aap hydraulic wi. th one inch hydraulic cylinder. 
Two one-inch hych"aulic master cylinders are operated by 
hand lavers for steering. Each master cylinder is connected 
by a split line to the brakes on its respective side of the 
machine, and steering is accomplished by slowing or stopp-
ing one track or the other. 
11. Frame ••• The main support members of the frame are of 
two-i.nch airplane tubing ridigly attached to the front axle 
housing. Slightly smaller tubing, machined to slide 
inside the two-inch main tubes, are rigicD.y attached to 
the rear axle housing. These sliding joints are spanned 
v.tth one-inch square thread jack screws for tightening or · 
loosening the tracks. Ligh ter airplane tubing is we·lded in 
truss pat tern to increase strength and to support the 
engine and cab. This provides a very rigid !'rame of light 
weight construction. 
12. starting system ••• Battery and starter with generator. 
13 • . Gasoline ••• Eleven and one-half gallon cubical shaped 
tank, mounted near center of machine on side oppoai te 
battery. 
14. 'I//eight ••• Dry weight, · 1,6.30 pounds. 
15. Effective area of traoks ••• 3,430 square inches. 
16. Snow pressure ••• 0.48 pounds per square inch (dry weight). 
17. Snow pressure ••• 0.60 pounds per square inch (loaded). 
18. Transportationl •• Can be easily and quick~ loaded and 
carried on a one-ton pickup truck which has been provided with 
a fiatbed. 
A WUly" s Jeep 4WD, one-ton truck .was used for this purpose. , 
The machine, wen cOIfl)leted, ran through a rather savere and 
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el.sb.<>rate testing period. The .first deficiency in the machine discovered 
was that the engine was underpowered for this type vehicle. The small 
Hercules twenty-five horsepower engine should have had at least twice 
this horsepower to be satisfactory. The machine steered entire~ by 
brakes as first constructed and under most snoW' conditions was able 
to maneuver satisfactorily. In deep powdered snow condi.. tions, the 
line powdered snow tended to sift into the brake drums and wet the 
brakes when pressure was applied to them. Arter pressure 'was released 
these brakes glazed ld th ice and the steering affect of the brakes be-
comes null. Late in the season, a single finned ski. was adapted to 
this vehicle so the main means of steering was than <bne by the ski 
which ran in front It the vehicle and t~e l?rakes were used only to 
assist the sId. in dlff'icult loca.tions. This steering arrangement, 
the author feels, 1s ideal. Vehicles which steer Entirel3" by brakes, 
or some other means of metering power to the indiyi<ilal tracks, in 
extremel3 soft snow condltions, cb not d:> a good job ot steering. When 
one track is slowed down to make a turn, the opposite track digs in, 
and quite often, the vehicle turns in exact4r the OPI'osita direction 
desired. This condttion was . round many times, especially in the high 
Uin~ah mountain area of Utcm. 
The No. 2 model of the Frandee SnoShu was operated successful~ 
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for several years by the United Stc;lte..., Geological Survey and is still · 
in use in their stream gauging program in northen1 utah and sou»hern 
Wyoming. It has, at the date of this writing, completed at least 3,000 
. miles of operation. It could be said that this ~hicle was a mile-stoo e 
in the development of snowmobiles at the Utah State Agr.i.cul tural College. 
First, CODIi~~.le ~gn work was done before construction was actually 
started} second, only new materials and those best suited for the job 
wbich were available were used; third, the quality of the worlananship 
which went into this vehicle was. kept very high. This later proved 
to be a definite advantage, as no failure of any of the frame or other 
main structural c~mp·onents has · taken place since the original date of 
construction. Another unique feature of this vehicle,.was the placement 
of the engine in the center of this V9hi~le and locating the driver 
right at the very .front of the vehicle to give the machine a ' bet tar 
d:1.stribution of weight and also provide the driver with unlimited 
forward vision while operating the' machine. 
Frandae SnoShu No. 2. and No. ~ 
In July of 19.50, the auth<?r was ~thorized by Clyde to proceed 
with the construction of another snowmobile for Soil Conservation 
Service. This snowmobile was to be based on:...the design of France 
and Devine's SnoShu. 
The Barrett snowmobile No. 3 was dl.mnantled · and several parts 
salvaged from this machine. The engine, transmission" and Willy's 
differential still being usable, 1.york was begun on July 20, 1950. 
ProgresS was slow as most of the author's time was being used on the 
construction of ~later and snow mea::;uring devices for the coming snow 
survey season, the snovn1lobile work being fitted into the slack periods. 
There follows some general descripti"e details of the Frandee 
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SnoShu No. J machine, from the field diary of the author dated December 
1, 1950. 
Engine. Ford V --8.t 60 horsepower, Year 1940, engine is stock 
throughout. 
Transmission& Ford l! ton truck, 1942 model. 
Differential& W1~!;-.J civilian Jeep rear differentials. 
One differential is cut to switch the long and short 
axles to opposite sides to f'acili tate line up of the 
drive sharts. Ratio 43 to 8. 
Transfer Casel Local manufacture, is of' two sprockets and 
chain. Sprockets are one inch pitch, thirteen tooth and 
twenty-six tooth to give a 2 to 1 ratio. Chain is RC-80 
light roller chain. 
Chain is tlghtened by an idler sprocket of sixteen tooth. 
This idler sprocket is placed so as to increase the contact 
of the chain on the drive sprocket. 
Drive Shafts: Cut down Ford one ton pickup. 
U.Jo:ints: Ford OlY. 
Tracks I one-fourth x twelve inch molded belting. Two x 2t 
hickory grousers, one-eighth x 1 inch strap iron trncks 
guides and reinforcing strips. 
Tracks are twenty-eight inches wide. Grousers :-,are spaced 
on six inch centers. 
Weight of machine empt;rt Approximately 2,250 pounds. 
Area of single track: 2,016 square inches. 
Weight/Area Ratio: .515 pounds per square inch. 
Wheel tread, Forty-eight inches • . 
Wheelbase: Seventy inches. 
Tire size: Five hundred x 16 inch four-ply Firestone. 
The Frandee SnoShu No. 3 proved to have a detini te advantage over 
the No. 2 Frandee built for the United States Geolqgical Survey. It 
had more than twice as much horsepower, which was a de fi ni te advantage, 
and its overall .large size tended to provide a little better flotation. 
The machine was not much heavier but had considerable more track area. 
The machine was short in lerigth in proportion to its wi dth. Thi 5 
helped when turning by use of the brakes. The short wheel base was a 
definite dl.sadvantage in climbing, particularly as this vehicle had 
a high center of gravity, and when on steep hills the high center of 
gravi ty shifted too tar to the rearward, causing the machine to dig 
in at the rear end of the tracks. 
This machine had a new type grouser co~structed from hickory. 
~ 
(Figure 14.) Wood grousers had previously been. used on Frandee SnoShu 
No.1, but on that vehicle they were relatively thin nat grousers. 
On this Frandee No.3, an at tempt was made to design a grouser which 
would enter the snO\-l gradua.l~, and the tapered shape of the grouser 
tended to compress the snow and provide better traction. The grousers 
were relatively thick, providing a deep bite in the snow. This track 
gave excellent traction, but it did need higher tire guides as those 
used tended to dig the side wall of the "tires causing side wall 
tearing and sometimes actual~ penetrat;ing clear . through, causing a 
blow-out of the tire. The 5.00 ~ " 16 tires on thi s snowmobile were 
not rugged enough for use. The 5.00 x 16 tires were a relatively nen-
standard size, a fault which should be correc~ed on other machines, as 
a tire failure 1n remote ·.areas causes serious replac&llEl1t difficulty. 
An interesting feature of the Frandee SnoShu is; should " one tire be 
broken and blown out, one of the center idler tires can be put in its 
place as a driving tire and the machi ne operated for emergency periods 
without any idler wheel. This was cbne on several occasions, and in 
eff ect it provides at lea.st two spare tires on this type vehicle. 
The Frandee SnoShu No. 3 was per.ated during the 1950-51 season 
by Gregory Pearson, newly appo i nted snow survey leader for Utah. His 
main criticism of the machine was the .t'requent tire failure, rue to 
improper tire guides, and the high center of gravity of the vehicle 
which limi ted its climhine , and on one occasion caused the vehicle to 
turn over. However, this turnover happened with a relatively ine~erienced 
driver at the controls. In the opin~on of the ~utl1or, the successful . 
operation of any snowmobile to a large extent, like an airplane, depends 
Upon the ability of the pilot. 
FollOwing are some unedi. ted entries from the field diary of the 
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author. These entries are included so as to provide the reader with a 
viewpoint as to the type of tests made wi. th these vehicles. It can be 
noted that usually many of the climatic and snow conditions existing at 
the time: snoW' temperature, air temperature, type of snoW', etc., are 
included in these diary entries. All of these things materially affect 
the operation of any over-anow vehicle. 
First test of Frandee SnoShu No.3. 
November 18 J 1950. Time: 2:.30 P .:i. to 5:00 P. M •• 
Location: Sinks at Summ:i. t of Logan Canyon, Utah. 
Weather' It had been warn and some rain turning into a 
very wet heavy snO\-l with a lot of snow falling in a short 
time. Gusty wind in high ridges. 
TeIT¥>erature: About 25 dBg~s. 
Snow depth waS about » inches and most of it fell in 
the past 48 hours. Snow was extremely pacldng type, 
and-soft, clear to the ground. 
Operation: Most running was in second gear, needing 
first gear very seldom, and third gear being used 
only on slight dowhill. Hachine was sinldng about 
10 inches and much horsepower consunnned in this he avy 
snow causing slow operation. 
stearing mechanism operated well and is quite effective. 
Sno is pacldng on sId. because no wax was applied before 
coming out today. The heavy pacldng snow is piling between 
cleats and tires, and is causing whe~l slippage. Beveling 
grousers .would correct this trouble. Tires are running 
-with 3d pounds pressure. About 20 to 22 pounds would 
probab~ be better. Track tightening bolt-head broke and 
needs welding. Hore clearage above track is indicated as 
track is hitting platfonn. The snow piling on tracks, and 
lifting them off the tire aggravates this condi lion. Br ,kes 
may need shielding and exhaust pipes would help. 
December 2, 1950. 1:30 P. M. to 4:30 P. M •• 
Location: Sinkd and south of Sinks about 2 miles at logan 
Canyon sumrili t. 
Weather: Clear, cold, and winqy. 
Temperature: About 15 to 20 degrees. 
Snow conditions Twenty-two inche~ of old snow with crust. 
Ten inches of nevI powder on top of old crust. 
Frandee: No.1, 2, 3. 
Operation: Machine No. 3 wa.J sinktng .5 inches in the new 
powder. Fnrther sinking was prevented by compression of 
new snow on old crust, although the old crust would not 
support a man on foot. A test weight of .515 ·pounds per 
square inch sank 5 inches. A weight of 1 pound per square 
inch sinks about 6 inches. 
Operation: flost operation of Frandee No. 3 was in second 
and third gear. Top gear being used only in the old tracks 
or down hill. Machine No.3 climbed hills of at least 
35 percent J probabl~'" 16 percent. Machine No. 3 climbed 
slightly steeper hills than could No. 1,2 as No~ 1 has 
shallow grousers and No. 2 lacks power. The No. 3 machine 
seems to be oOr very rugged mechanical construction. The 
grousers have been beveled on top since last test, and no 
pacldng troubles td th tracks were e,;perienced. The steering 
mechanism is very effective today as the fin madtly bites 
into the crust. A. very small turning radius could be 
ma.intained without use of the brakes. Af"ter brakes become 
wet" they lose about 50 percent of their effectiveness. 
Shields or different lining I1l113 00 necessary. 
Observationsi An interosting observation was that on some 
steep slopes· increased traction could be gained by spinning 
the tracks to get about 5,0 percent slippage. This method 
was effective a couple of times when an extremely slow crawl 
was not producing very good ~esults, although the 
machine was not stalled. This spirming of the tracks is 
usually poor practice as in most condi tions it will cause 
the machine to dlg into a deep hole. No mechanical 
trouble vas experienced by ailT of the machines in about 
15 to 20 mles of operation. Frandee No. 3 was trans- . 
ported on a fudge power-wagon which was pulling No. 2 on 
a trailer. Speed was very slow~ takin about l.! hours to 
go" to the canyon 32 miles. The fudge is dependable as it 
is a four-wheel drive, but it lacks power in the higher 
road gears. Econo~ of operations is also very poor. 
In Novenber of 1950, a demonstration of Frandee SnoShu No. 3 
was observed by Arch Wort, of l1edford" Oregon, Soil Conservation 
Service Office" snow Survgy coordinator for the Western States. After 
observation of these tests, it was decided by \.Jork that they would 
like to procure a vehicle for snow surveying use .in Oregon in the 
Cascade Hountains. Authorization was giv~ by Clyde of Soil 
Conservation Service, and actual construction on ~~s ·yehic1e was 
begun on the tenth of November 19.50. The first test of this vehicle 
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was run on the eleventh of December 1950, just one month from starting 
the construction. The relatively short construction time should b e 
noted as this vehicle was constructed by the aut~or wo.rldng alonE:', 
in approximately twenty working days. This vIas made PGlsibl~ by 
the excellent simplicity of the Frandee SnoShu. 
The Frandee SnoShu No. 4 was basically, in overall dimensions, 
the same as Frandee SnoShu No.3. (Figure 15.) However, a d1.tferent 
engine and transmission was L'1stalled. The engine used was a seventy-
three horsepower Willys lfurricane engine. This engine, while being 
dependable, is relat1vel3' heavy tor the power prowced. The trans-
mission vas a T-96 Warner three-speed transmission ldIich gave good 
service and was very quiet during operation. 
The following are entries trom the field diary ot the author, 
and describe the first tests ot the Frandae SnoShu No. 4 and other 
conparati ve vehicles. 
Date. December 9, 1950. Timet 2100 P. 1-. to 5:30 P. Me. 
Locations Tony Grove Canyon and Lake. 
Weathers Clear. 
Tent>erature. About» degrees. 
Snow cond1.t1onl H8a'9y, grainy snow at low altitudes. 
AbaTe about 7 ,000 feet I there vas i toot to 1.8 inches , 
ot nutry powder snow, wi th no crust underneath. Snow 
depth, 3 feet, iJrpo8sible for man to walk without 8in~ 
ing to thigh depth. 
Manbers in partha Roy France, &nnett Devine, Jim 
Harchan, Lynn Willy, Gerry Van . Hotr, Owen Slaugh, Ross 
W. Eskelson. 
Operationt Lefi Tony Grove Ranger Station with three 
machinest Franciee No.1, 3, 4. First operation of No.4 
was today. Climbed up canyon to fiats just below the 
lake where we tested cl:ilbbing ability, sidehilling, and 
steering characteristics. All three machines sank an 
average of 5 to 7 inches and Frandee No. 1 ridtng a 
11 t t1e the shallowest. No. 4 machine has more power 
and speed than any of the earlier machines, but it is 
handtcapped in some difficult spots because it does not 
have a four-speed transmission. The steering mechanism 
on all three machines works excellent. 
Changes to be made in No. 4 machine tollow. (1) Tighten 
steering gear; (2) !JIprove throttle action} (3) ohange 
8tart~~ J.ocat1QDJ - IJ) iutall air cleaner; (5) install 
tail-pipe clamp. (6) add top brace to steering wheel 
shaft} (7) lSrace radtator diagonally; (8) check brake 
adjustment; (9) check transfer case for noisy operation; 
(lD) grease dr1 ve shatt. 
Drop testa (A) .575 pounds per square inch to depth 
ot 33.4 inches. (B) One pound per square inch sank 
Si)/4 inches. (0) Frandee sank about 7 inches. 
Theile tests were -made in heavy grainy snow. 
Dscember 14, 1950. llcOO A. M. to 5soo P. M. 
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g 15. ran e wnber 4 
Locationl Tony Grove Lake. 
Weathers Cloudy' with a medium snowfall in the a.f't,arnoon. 
Temperature: Just below f':reezing. 
Snow CondLtion: At low altitudes, a :tirm-crust. At eleva-
tion ot the Lake, there was a very slight cWst with a very 
fine . sugary snow underneath. This snow would not pack 'at 
all Decause ten;>erature was below f'reezing. 
14embers in part)'t Emmett Devine, Ross W. Eskelson, Ibn ' 
'Rasmussen, Gregory Pearson, Willis Barrett, S encer IS.1.naa. 
Operation: Left Tony Grove Ranger station ~t noon and ran 
on packed snow up to the lake. Franciee No. 3 and No. 4 were 
the machines being run. Only' a crusted condl.tion. It was po~ 
811)18 to climb and sidehill on very steep slopes. Climbed an 
estimated 60 percent slope which was steep enough to hazard 
loosing control of machine in descending the slopes. In the 
sort snow, 'it was possible to climb and sidehill about 35 per-
cent slopes. Both machines are continUing to show superior 
maneuverability and steering quail tie .... . No mechanical 
trouble except a bad spark plug in No.4 cylinder, lett bank 
of Frandee No.3.. Changing the sId. attachment on No. 3 to 
the -type used on No. 4 mach:ine would speed assembly and dts-
assembly or the steering unit to machine frame. Chain case 
on No. 4 is still a II ttle noi87. The aluminum cab on No. 4 
is extremely noisy and very objectionable. It must be re-
moved if the operator 1.s going to be able to hear the engine. 
etc •• 
Saturday, December 16, 1950. 10,00 A. }1. to 5:00 P. I~ .• 
11embers in party: Ross W. Eskelson, Emmett ISvine,. Arch Work, 
Lincoln Gallacher, Mory Nelson, Gregory Pearson. 
Loc ation I Tony Grove Lake 
Weather: Clear weather, no ' precipitation. 
Temperature. ' Slightly below freezing. 
Snow condltion: At low altitudes·, a heavy crust. At about 
1.000 feet, a soft snow that is powder which is turning slight-
~ grainy. The sort snow shows little compaction after machine 
passes over it. 
Operation: We left, Tony Grove Ranger Station at about 11 0' clock 
for the purpose ot testing and demonstration No. 3 and No.4 , 
machines to fellows from the Medford, Oregon office. Drove 
to Tony Grove Lake. Both machines climbed a measured 25 degree 
slope and sidehilled a 30 degree slope. This performance 
was on a crusted snow surface. The No. 4 machine, with the 
Wi~s Hurricane engine has quito a lot more power ttdch is a 
defini te advantage in soft deep snow. The machines both per-
fonned very well, and Work and Nelson seemed well pleased. No 
mechanical t rouble of any ld.nci. Broke one track cleat vi th 
the No. 3 machine when it hit a targe rock at about 20 miles 
per hour. 
Friday, December 22, 1950. 
Party: Ross W. '[!'skelson, Enunett Ievine, Dean Lewis N. fumer. 
Location I Sinks at Logan Canyon Summit 
Weathers , Clear at high elevations. Very foggy at low altitude. 
Snow Condi. tionr 1 very sugary snow and the fog had been con-
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denaing each night and piling up h eavy frost, and it forms a 
ver.r difficult snow for operation of snow vehicles. This 
snow Yill not compact and a fellow sinks up to his lmees in 
the tracks after a snow machine has passed. This snow requires 
a terrific amount of ·power to make any headw~. orten nec-
essitating operation in first gear. . 
Operationl We left the swmni t and went south through the Sinks. 
Then we turned up a long ridge in a westerly direction until 
we reached the top. Turned south again cbwn a canyon and then 
circled around to the Sinks. Going a,Wll the canyon it was 
ne essary to negotiate a sidahill of 55 to tJJ percent. This 
sidehill was steeper than any I have negotiated before in any 
machine. The machine had to keep its front uphill at an angle 
and quarter around the slope. To have attempted to go straight 
around the hi ll, I am mu-e, would have tipped the machine over. 
Saturday, December 23, 1950. 
PartY' Ross W. Eskelson, Ermnett Devine, Jim Hardman. 
Location I Cowley Canyon to ihi tel s Bed Grounds. 
Weathers Very clout\v at low elevations. Clear sky at high 
elevations. 
Temperatures Below freezing (about 25 degrees) _ -
Snow Condi tiona Sugary, grainy snow wi th about 6 inches of 
hoary frost. This snow will not compact. Machine only sinks 
about 4 or 5 inches, but requires first gear to operate in 
most concH. tions. 
Operation& Drove truck (power wagon) about 3 miles up Cowley 
Canyon where about 6 inches of crusted snow stalled it without 
chains. ~e No.3 snowmobile up Cowley Canyon to Summit 
- and thEl'l up SqUne trail road to \oM te I s Bed Grounds. Operation 
was mostly in second gear as the snow would not compact and 
rolled and tumbled under tracks. It the weather would change 
and put ck>wn a lltUe new snow, it would improve conditions for 
travel. Wilicbreak front is on the machine but the machine needs 
the top as the emaust gases swirl up and cause discomfort to 
passengers. No mechanical trouble of any ld.nd. 
Wechesday. December 27, 1950.. 
Partyl Ross W. Eskelson, Emmett Devine, George 1>. Clyde, 
Lincoln Gallacher I Gerry Van Hotf, Jim Hardman. -
Locationt Tony Grove Lake and Sinks at Canyon Summit. 
Weather: Clear, sun, and slight~ below freedng weather. 
Snow Condi. t.1.on: Sugary, grainy snow. Very bard going as 
the snow is small gl!81ns of ice and will not compact. 
Operation I Hade a run to Tony Grove Lake. The 11a.chine No.3 
per.r~. vert well 'Whan.: not loaded too heavily. With one man 
in it, it climbed the big hill east or the lake. Sidehilling 
and maneuverability are excellent. Came back to highway and 
loaded NO.3 on truck, and then followed Devine with No.1 
machine to the Sinks area. Operation at the Sinks was on 
grai.ny snow, and required lots of power, but performance was 
still very good 14th nO more than two men aboard. 
Fr1 day, December 29, 1950. 
Party, Senator Wallace F. Bennett, Dr. E. G. Peterson, 
President Lewis L. Madsen, General Tinberlalce and bis party. 
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George D. C~de, Lincoln Gallacher, Dean J. "E. ChrlstSl8Sl, 
Emmett Devine, Jim Hardman, Ross · W. Eskelson. 
Location: Sinks Area, Logan Canyon. . 
Weather: Cloudy and threatening snow, slight~ below freezing. 
Snow Condition' Ten 'inches of new powder over about three teet 
of grainy snow. Nan sinks about to thighs in trying to walk 
in snow. 
Operations This trip was for the purpose of demonstrating 
the snowmobile to Senator Bennett and Army representatives. 
The machine No.1, 2, 3, allplrformed very well, but No. 2 is 
still definitely under-powered. Later in the day, af'ter snow 
settled slightly, performance improved and near~ all terrain 
could be traversed very easily. No signs of any mechanical 
trouble. Machine operated with a cab on it tor the first time. 
Cab is a little too large as it lti.l1 p ermlt carrying too much 
excess junk 0 n trips. 
The Frandee SnoShu No. 4 was transferred to Medford, Oregon, in 
late ~cember of 1950. 
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The author, through Clyde, Chief of the Division of Irrigation, 
Soil Conservation Service, requested that a full report of the ope~ 
tion of this vehicle be returned to Logan to assist in the design of 
, . 
further vehicles. Under Clyde's direction, R. A .. Work, supervisor ot 
snow surveys tor Soil Conservation Service wi th headquart~s at Medford, 
Oregon, was assigned the responsibility for m.aki.n"g a comparative analysis 
of the Frandee SnoSlru No. 4 and 'fucker SnoCat Node1 423. 
The comparative test runs were made chl.ring the winter of 1950-51 
and the results ot these tests were reported to the author in April 
19.51. The report, as returned to the author, is included 'in the 
Appendtx I of this stuctr in an unedited form, as he feels that in this 
~ it most accurately ~lains the typical problems encountered by 
operators of. over-snow vehicies~ The report includes narratives, state-
ments, from several different operators, which e1j.minates the chance 
. 
for the report 'to be biased in favor ot on..e vehicle or the other. At 
the author's request, the comment~ by the various operators were written 
chring or immediately following co~letion of any of the teats which 
tends to eliminate the chances ot the operator describing what he wishes 
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Frandee SnoShu No. 2-
The author, after carefully observing the No. 3 and No. 4 anowmobiles 
in operationJ reached some definite conslusions as to what he felt was 
a proper design for an over-snow vehicle. The main crt ticism of the 
No. 3 and No. 4 maohines was that they had too short wheel bases, and 
high centers of gravity which contributed to their general unstability, 
particular~ in climbing steep hills and sidehilling. The conclusion~ ' 
reached, by the author I was that an improvement could be mada in the 
Frandee SnoShu if a longer wheel base vere used and tour wheels used 
on each side instead ot three. Widening out ot the vehicle would a.J.l.c?w 
the engine- to be lowered between the tracks rather than mounting it 
above them. This lowering the engine wuld, of course, lol-ler the center 
of gravity and ldth the longer wheel base would provide much better 
stabili ty during operation. 
These views vere expressed to several of the author's colleagues. 
However, little enthusiasm could be generated for this type vehicle 'as 
it was generally felt that the vehicle would be large and unmanageable 
iri snow. Devine, one of the original Frandee SnoShu designers, con-
cluded that there mq be some merit in the system, so he and the author 
deci ded to construct a vehicle and test this reature. This machine was 
constructed and financed by Devine and the author, consequently expenses 
were kept to a bare min1nnm by use or whatever materia~ were available 
for the least cost. 
About March of 1950 two autoIOObiles were purchased, one a 1936 
P~uth sedan, and the other a 1935 Plymouth sedan. This choice ot 
vehicles was cH.ctated by the relatively cheap price. It cH.d turn out, 
however, that the two vehicles had the differentials of the same type 
• 




help of France, the aforementioned men dlsassembled the autbmobiles, 
saving all parts that they felt the,r ndght use in the construction ot 
the vehicle. Scrap water pipe in short lengths was welded together to 
form the frame work of this No. 5 machine. Again the choice of materials 
being dl.ctated by the costs, exactly nothing in this case a s it was pro-
cured from scrap. I 
While the author proceeded with the assembl3' and construction of 
the chasis, ]):rrlne attempted to make one useable engine from the two 
engines removed the automobiles. By the first of ~, 1950, the cha.s1s 
was complete and the engine had been installed. Too general layout ot 
the vehicle, and especially the apparent low center of gravity made the 
builders feel rather enthusiastic about the potenti~ ot this vehicle. 
However, at this time, all of the snow available for testing had melted 
and so enthusiasm lagged until the follOwing autUlml. Little work was 
done on the vehicle during the summer of 1950. The author did, during 
his ~are time, proceed with the construction cf a transfer case for the 
vehicle. 
Wi th the coming of the first snows in November of 1950, irlterest 
in finishing the No. 5 Frandee SnoShu again rose and all spare time or 
Devine and the author was then devoted to the finishing of this machine. 
The vehicle was completed and ready for its first test run by January . 
27, 1951. The following are entries from the field di.ary of the author 
for this date, and describe the first te ..;t runs of this vehicle. A~ 
i tional entries are included; one describing a "trip into the Mirror Lake 
region of the High Uintah Mountains in February, another to the Washington 
Lakes snow courses, and the last, a trip to the summit of Logan Peak, 
east of Logan, Utah. 
The entries from the field diary of the author are included unedited 
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to enable the readers to obtain a picture of the condi. tiona and observa-
tions that take place chrlng an actual run of the snowmobiles. The 
reader should recogni ze that most of these field notes are relati ve~ 
short and sometimes sketchy and incomplete because of the difficult 
conditions under which they were compiled. Only one who has worked 
consistently in mountaineous terrains and in temperatures which often 
run to 45 degrees below zeN, can appreciate the dlf'ficulty of nl{lning 
satisfactory tests and keeping accurate records under these conditions. 
The taldng ot photographs of the vehicles, a relatively simple 
operation under nonnal condltions, became an operation ot extreme com-
plexi ty when temperatures hovered around 30 degrees below zero. The 
pho:tographer was faced wi. th the problems of frozen or slow shutter 
speeds, brittle or cracked film. Exposure meter raadi.ngs were dLstorted 
because of the overall whiteness which surrounds the subject, and many 
other difficulties. The author tried several different makes of camera 
before finding one which consistently would maintain even r easonab~ 
aecurate shutter speeds under cold conditions. It was not even practical 
to attempt to keep the camera warm before taldng the pictures as this 
resulted in moisture and fogging difficulties with the loose when the 
camera was changed from warm to cold, and back to warm 'temperatures. 
Satur~, Janu~ 27, 1951 
Co~leted Frandee No.5 and ran it around college 
campus. It appears to have excellent power, but can't 
tell much as snow is not deep enough around the campus. 
Sun~, Januar,y 28, 1951 
First trip with Frandee No.5. Weather, cold, 
snowing. ~vine and Eskelson went from Old Juniper 
Lo dge up past the head of Cowley Canyon. Ran in 
second gear going up and in di.rect drive cOming down. 
Steering ski needs a little deeper fin for sof.'t snows. 
Cllmbing performance in cold, sugary snow was ex,. 
callent. Several very steep hills were negotiated. We 
vent half way up t 0 White Be~rounds, and then started 
tor home as the snowstorm and wind were extremely un-
pleasant. 
January 30, 1951. · 
Davine and I took 'Professor Daniels of Forestry De-
partment, utah State Agricultural College, into the area 
south ot Sinks, to get weather in~truments left there 
last. tall. 
Weather, cold and clear ( 0 to 10 degrees.) 
Measured snow temperature, about 3 degrees colder 
6 inches under surface of snow than on surface. Snow 
condition, sort and SUgar.y;_man sinks to knees. 
Frandee No. 5 ran well all day operated in second 
gear and high gear 90 percent of the time. Professor 
Daniels commented that we made the trip ~ fast as they 
usually ck> in a truck in the swmner. 
February 24, 19S1. 
Partyt Eskelson, Devine, Gallacher, Clegg. 
Weathert Clear and just below freezing temperature 
most of the day. 
Snow Condition' Fine powder snow about 1 foot to ' ,,,, 
J.B aches f'r8shly fallen last night. Snow compacts in 
track of machine 1n about one hour, arter machine has 
passed aver snow. 
Drove to Trial Lake from Dlschene Tunnel entrance. 
Left; Trial Lake and went over Balc\y PtLSs to Mirror LaJce 
and Camp steiner. Measured new snow course at head of 
Hay-d8n Fo~ of Bear Ri var. Card Clegg says it is the 
first time any mechanical transportation has been over 
Balqy Pass to ~1irror Lake Basin in the winter. Clegg 
sa:ys he has been to Mirror Lake in May, but this is the 
tirst time to hi s lmowledge anyone has been in there 
this early, and he should know as this is forty-two years 
he has been coming into Trial Lake each winter. 
Defects and recommended improvements: (1) Too little 
power (need 100 horsepower). (2) Too high g ear ed, need 
3 to 1 ratio in transfer ease. (3) Need larger, deeper 
fins on sld., and for machines this large, the ski. could 
be further out in front of machine. (4) Need more re-
liable motor and four-speed transmission. This No. 5 
(Plymouth) has too much junk in it to ever be cBpt=nooble. 
February 2S I 1951. 
Returned from Trial. Lake to .Tunnel Entrance in moming 
and on to Logan in afternoon. 1Bri.ne stayed in Coalville to 
make Chalk Creek run tomorrow. . 
About March 15, 1951. 
Trip into South Sinks with ski class. 
Weather, Cold and clear, about 15 degrees F •• 
Snow: Cold granular snow. 
Took No. 3 and No. S machines. No. -:3 now has 100 
horsepower engine but it will not begin to follow No. S •• 
No.5 has pulled as many as thirty skiers. · 
. . At 41,)) P. M. left to rescue girl wi. th broken leg. 
Devine ' and I brought her out on a sld. toboggan. Got out 
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at about 111.30 P.M. to high~. 
March .:J>, 1951. 
Devine, Clegg and DlY'selt lett Kamas at 5130 .M •• went 
over Mirror Lake SUlIIDd.t and measured stree crossing ot 
Hqden Fork, Bear Head courses. Came back and measured 
Lost Lake and Trial Lake. Took the machine up Washington 
Lake Hill and oyer onto Washington Long Lake Snow Course. 
First time a machine has <boe this in deep powdery snow. 
Back to Trial Lake and out to Kamas in evening, Machine 
performed very vell. 
Measured Soapstone and Beaver Creek courses the next 
!DOming, and then retllnled to Logan. 
Machine needs more power but the traction and over .. 
all operation is excellent. 
April 5, 1951. 
Trip to Summit o£ Millville Canyon~ 
Weather: Warm, part,q elouctr. 
Snom Wet and vert rotten in most places. 
Climbed to summit or Mi 11 ville Canyon an d on north 
to peak, elevation of 8,963. Machine performed excellent 
but could use more power. Traction vas very good in all 
cases. Traveled over long stretches of sagebrush and rocks 
nth no dltflculty. The steering fin is quite effective 
when on drifted snow. 
April 7, 1951. 
Trip to SUmmit ot Logan Peak by wq of Providence 
Canyon. with No. , . Frandee SnoShu. 
Because ot the limited entries on the trip to Mt. 
Logan, further explanation is made here as this trip was 
an exceptional. test of the vehicle's performance. 
It was necessary to leave Logan vsxy early in the 
moming so as to have a frozen crusted condition tor the 
vehicle to travel on in the area above the rock quarr 
in Providence C~n. The area immediate~ above the 
quarr i8 ext.remeq steep and the machine must tollow a 
verr narrow gulch, surmounting numerous large rocks and 
fallen trees. . 
From the peak ot ~dance Canyon, it is a matter 
ot picldng a path along the various r1 ~es to reach the 
relati~ nat plateau area south and east ot Logan 
Peak. From this pOint, a ridee, which ap.proaches the 
peak from the south and then finally comes into the 
peak dtrectly .from the east, is tollowed ld.th the snow-
mobile. 
The vehicle was able to reach a point approx1mate~ 
200 yards from the actual. swmnit of Logan Peak. At this 
point, Devine and the author decided it was inadvisable 
to go further with the snowmobile, as the ri~e we were 
following became a peaked type drift approxi.mate~ four 
feet ld.de" with a dlreet drop ot several hundred teet 
on either side. While the machine could probab~ have 
stradled this drift and reached the actual peak, the 
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chances of starting a snowslide and loosing the machlne 
and perhaps injuring ourselves, infiuenced our decision 
to leave the- maohine and complete the final 200 yards 
on foot. 
The peak afforded us a beautiful vantage point from 
which to view the entire Cache Valley. Af'ter tald.ng 
several pictures and leaving evidence on the peak to 
varity our having reached the p eci<:, we returned to the 
machine and proc.eeded to back-tr ce our path to Logan. 
Upon returning to Logan and relating our having 
reached the top of Logan Peak with the vehicle, we were 
greated with no small amount of skepticism by many of 
our colleagues, so accordingly, the following morning, 
April 8, 1951, we arose before daylight and duplicated 
this feat with the No.5 and No. 3 Frandee SnoShus. 
This t1.me we included in our party, Hardlnan of Utah 
Scientific Research Foundation, and Lincoln Gallacher, 
Administrative Assistant with the Soil Conservation 
Service offices in the College. 
Devine and the author ran the vehicle until the time of the melt-
ing of the snows ~ the spring of 1951. This testing period was ' in-
valuable in tl7ing to determine just \lhat made a good snowmobile. It 
is the opinion of the author that on~ of the faults of the previous 
snowmobile program at Utah State Agricultural College has been the 
~nimi.zing ot the te.sting period. The machines have been completed 
and then pressed into regular service, such as snow survey work, with 
little or no deliberate testing done by the people who have built the 
machines. The author feels that this is still a fault in the present 
over-snow vehicle programs at the Utah State Agricultural College. 
It is dtf'ficult to over estimate the value of this testing period and 
practically all maj or improvements in snowmobiles at this College 
have been the result of the few. times some deliberate tests have been 
run. vlhile testing periods mC\Y', at the moment, seem expensive in both 
time and materials e'Vended, the author f~els sure that over a longer 
period of time, these tests p~ off many times over in preventing dup-
lication of mistakes, and in helping to correct defects as soon as 
POssible rather than allowing these defeots to remain in machines that 
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are delivered to the final user. 
In mid,.l-iq of 1951, an inquiry was received .f'rom the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company relative to the Frandee SnoShu. They 
were interested in procurring some over-snow vehicles for use in main-
taining the mcro-wave relay stations they were installing across the 
country at that time. Representative. from their New York office came 
to Logan and made a preliminary inspection of the Frandee SnoShu No. ,. 
At this ' time, it was decided to send the Frandee SnoShu No. , to the 
Reno, Nevada area where the acbinistrators of the P aoi'tic Coast 
nlvision of the Bell Telephone Company could view the performance ot 
the vehicle in the local alaBams. 
Derv:ine was ' sent to Reno where he proceeded to gi va a demnostratlon 
of the Frandee Snoshu in the Mt. Rose area. He later took the machine 
out on the Mud Flat area, just east of Reno, and deroonostrated for the 
officials the machine' s ability to traverse extreme~ soft and mudqy 
areas. Dl.ring one phase of the demonstration, he proceeded to enter 
and leave a terrific bog With large holes in it where sane previous 
machine tested had been stuck and had been relOOved with means of a 
winching cable. The o,fficials of American Telephone and ,Telegraph 
COq>any were tavorabq impressed and subsequently sent 14r. Upgreen, 
of the Denver office of Mountain states Telephone and Telegraph 
Conpany, and Mr. J. S. Gr~ of the San Francisco otfice of the Pacific 
Bell Telephone Compan~ to Logan to ~e preliminary arrangements for 
the construetion of several vehicles for their use. 
I t should be noted here that the vehicle used in these demonstrai- ' · ' 
tiona was the one which most people concerned with the snollJlobile pro-
gram had decided was too large and unmanageable, and also that the 
'Vehicle , was constructed only from junk parts, yet it made a creditable 
showing during this testing period. Af'ter Devine returned to Logan, 
he and the author began making preliminar.r plans for constructing a 
test vehicle for American Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
Francme SnoShu ~ ~ 
By June of 1951, the author had left his pos! tion as Laboratory 
Research l1echanic with the Soil Conservation Service, and ,had entered 
, . . 
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the employ ot the Utah Scientific Research Foundation, an atfiliate of 
the utah state Agticul tural College. The Utah Scientific Research 
Foundation. had, at this time, decided tQ enter into an agreement 14th 
France and Devine, the inventors of the Frandee SnoShu, with the. intent 
of assisting the inventors to obtain patents and to develbp, the Frand8e 
SnoShu to a point where it was commercially successful. .A licena:I.Dg 
agreement was arranged ld th the inventors and earl3' design work started 
on the next models of the Frandee SnoShu. 
In May 1951, approximately the same time 'American Telephone and 
Telegraph CoIIq>any had shown intere3t in the Frandee SnoShu, m inqui17 
had been received from the Civil Aeronautics Acird.nistration, Alaska 
Di.viaion. A representative from Unalakleet, Alaska had arrived in Logan 
and observed tests of the Frandee SnoShu and arrangements were made for 
procuring one test vehicle for use -by the Civil Aeronautics A~stration 
in the Alaska area. The vehicle for the Civil Aeronautics Administration 
was designated as Model B. Frandee SnoShu, and work was immediately be-, 
gun on its construction in June of 1951. A few weeks later, work was 
also begun on two vehicles for the Pacific Bell Telephone Company, ,and 
two vehicles for Mountain states Bell Telephone Comp~. 
The 1-lodel B. Frandee SnoShu was copi.ed basically after the old No. 
S machine built from the scrap P~outh parts. It had four 6.00_% J6 
wheels on each side and they \'lere spaced slightly farther apart than 
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t e wheels on the ' No. 5 Frandee SnoShu.. The wheel base was cighty-
ei)1t inches and the tread fif'ty~seven inc. es, the same as the standard 
tread of a Ford F-l picku!) truck. 
The first Hodel B. machine, which was Serial \ 0. 6, was delivered to 
the Unalakleet , Alaska, Division of the Civil Aeronautics Administration, 
was equi ped Wit 1 a Continental F-226 engine of ]DO horsepOl-ler. A 
Warner four-S!leed transmission and a transfer case which reduced by a 
r atio of 16 to 42. Five other 1· o del B. machines vlere constructed and 
were all equi .. .l ed with six-cylinder Ford enginec of 25h cubic inches 
displacement and 112 hors ower. Two of these vehicles \'lent to the 
Pacific Bell Telephone Company, t'VIO to Iountain States ell Tele,!. hone 
Compa~y, and one to MePford, Oregon, Office of Soil Conservation Servioe. 
These 10 del B. machines were constructed and delivered bet1ieen Jul'! of 
1951 and January of 1952. 
Hany nti.nor chanees ware found which were made soon a.J.~er the 
vehicles lrere put into serviceo feH of t e Ge chanGes lIer: brake 
shields had to be apded to 9r.event t 1e brake s from beCOT.line 1ict, the 
track cleats had to be thinned ir:unediat ly under t 10 tire to p r event 
icing conditions. Some gear failure in the F-l Ford dif.Lerentials 
used also s olied u_ • owevor, it vms not practical to replace t hese 
differentials "nth a different t e model. The type of different":'al 
was changed on a later machine. 
!!andee SnoShu ~ ~ / 
The Frandee SnoShu . 0 del Ao was a small machine vrhi ch was custom 
bUilt for the United states Geological Survey office in Sacramento, 
California. 
The Utah Scientific Research Foundation was r ather r eluctant to 
roceed with the ~onstruction of this vehicle because of tile previous 
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eJPorJ.ence they bad had with the anall three wheel tiPe Frandee SnoSlm 
which were not wl1 balanced and underpowred. Howenr, the United 
states Geological Survey, being dasirious ot operating smaller machi nes, 
decided to have the utah Scientitlc Research Foundation go ahead and 
construct the machine to their specifications. O~ one of these machines 
was constructed and-the success of it vas o~ tair. 
The Model A. Frandee 8noShu was equipped w1 th an F-162 Continaltal 
'; 
Engine ot Ipprox:1mat~ aixt,.-tive horsepower. A Borge Warner tour-
spee4 irapllDlission was used and Will1* civilian Jeep c:lUterent1ala. A 
traDSter case ot 15 to 42 wu used. The Willya Jeep differentials were 
not ent1re~ satistactol7' as they bad rather poor brakes, the brakes 
being ot insuificient 'capacit,' to eDrt; mough pressure to etfect att:l.-
c1ent turning of the" vehicle. 
Aftier construction of the 140001 A. was cOq>lete, and test runs JUde, 
the Utah Scientific Research Foundation concluded this vehicle vas what 
might be termed an "awlarard size". It . appeared that to be successful, 
a mach1.ne Burt be as large as the Model B. because the coq>onents have 
to be pract1ca~ &8 b8Q7 in the smaller Model A. , and yet the Modal 
A. had considerab1e lesa track area. '!'he other altemat1 V8 vas to go 
to an extreme~ small light macM ne would could then be equipped vi th 
lighter components and a satiatactOl'7 weight-area ratio achiend. 
/ 
Model C FrandBe SnoShu 
---------
In Mq 19,2, the results of the past winter's testing ~ the va.. 
hicles was consolidated and ear13 construction ot another machine vas 
begun. This vahicle vas tor the Pacific Bell Telephone Company for 
U8e at lbnner SUmm1t and Emmigration Cap. This particular area has 
SOma of the heaviest snovtall of the United States, and is located 
at the point lihere the Southam Pacific train was snowed in £or 88Yera]. 
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dqS rur1ng the winter ot 19S2. 
I ,n moat components, this Model C. was the same as the Model B •• 
I ' 
fhe,.lbeel base of the Model C. machine vas extended to ntnt7-Six inches, 
an increase ot eight inches, 14th the rest of the maebine and the cab 
remaining the same size as the J.lodal B.. This increase in weel base 
length added considerable area to the track with very little increase 
in the wight, making a more favorable weight-area ratio and reducing 
the amount of apparent shirt or the center ot -gravity, or the vehicle, 
to the rearward while climbing on steep slopes. Thi~ vehi:cie pertorm8d 
vezy well. The differentials proved to be too light to withstand con-
, 1 
stant use of the brakes in turD1ag. The spider" gears tailed under the 
tirst test-run, howEIY8r, these gears were replaced by the factor)" and a 
, comment by the factory people was that the gears -appeared to have been 
- to 
~roperly heat-treateQ. 
Frand8e SnoShu Model D 
---------
The Modal n. Frandee SnoShu was sim1lar to 'the Model C. with the 
exception ot the dtf'ferent1ala. The d1.rrerentials were increaaed in 
s1ze . from the type used in, the F-1 Ford pickup truck to the "type used 
in the F-2 Ford piclmp truck. i'be F-2 dttferent1al had larger brakea " 
and were considerab~ heavier in the spider gear assamb~. The sp1der 
gear as~enb~ 1s the unit which u~ tatls ltdle steering through 
a dtff'erential. Tbi s is, adni tte<D¥, not the best W8\1 of' steering a 
vehicle ot this type. / A better method would be to use a means l6h1ch ' 
would meter , the power in any amount de~ed to either track, such as 
a planatary arrangement, a torque convertor, or some other type ot 
metering device. Torque converters as are used on some late model 
crawler type tractors, would be ideal tor this purpose, however, those 
which are manufactured are meh too heavy tor use in OT8r-snowequipment. 
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Approxlmate4r twentY' machines of the Model De type ware built and 
].ocated in _the United States, Canada, Alaska, and Greenland. Several , 
of these vehicles were procurred for t eat by the Transportation Corp 
of the United States· ArD\1, and were run through a series of test~ at 
7dt Churchill, Canada, Big Delta, Alasl<&, Thule Air.t'orce Base in 
Greenland, and Aberdan Proving Grounds in Maryland. The reports from 
these tests indLcated that the vehicle was capable ot handling all sott 
snow condl tiona and would extricate i teel!' from any ci1tficulty in so~ 
. . 
Ed • marsh, and JID1Skeg. The real Arctic transportation problem is, 
. 
however, not one of extreme13 deep sort snow, but rather one of a variety 
of surfaces such as 1nterm1ttant ice, pack-ice, wind-driven snow, pressure 
, 
ricted ice, DIlSkeg, open water, etc.. Arq machine, to be truly' success-
ful under all these Arctic cond1.tions, vJ.ll have to be a very Yersatile 
machine includLng hav1:ng the ability to be an amphibious vehicle. 
Thea e testa in dicated that the Franclee SnoShu could be used in 
lJ1Olmtainous areas where there was ~ep sort snow, but it would have 
only limi.ted possibilities as an ArDUveh1cle as the de8~ of this 
vehicle was too specialized for ~ practical army use except for scout-
ing and lim1 ted suppJ,y purpose. 
Frandee SnoShu Model E 
--_ .... _----
In the SUJllD8r of 1953, the 1'1nal change was mads in the type ot de-
sign that the Utah Scienti.fic Research Foundation had been pursuing in 
OVer-snow vehicles. The model F-2 dLfferential produced by and used in 
the Francae SnoSbu. vas di.scontinued and so a change in this unit was 
necessary. The ditferentiale chosen vere from a 250 General Motors 
~~ truck. Theae dlfterentials were heavier, and much stronger in 
the spider gears. The brakes wre ot greater area. This increased 
brake area proved to be extremely valuable. Several TehicleS have been 
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prochced using. these larger di.tterentia18 and brakes, and have proven 
themselves to be satisfactory tor the type of steering used on the 
Frandee SnoShu. No brake or gear failure bas shown itself up to this 
time and the steering effort; b7 the operator was Nchced conaidarabll'. 
In later models ot the Model I. machine the type ot engine vas 
also changed. The use of the 254 cubic iDch aide valve Ford engine, 
being dLscontinued and replaced with the new dSsi.gn overhead valve si~ 
cylinder Ford engine. Tbis qine 1s .,.., desirable as it baa a bigh 
power-weight ratio, and 8D excellent tull pressure oil qstem which 
mainta1ns good lnbrlcating tacilities throu.gh all the parts ot the 
engine under &I\Y angle the vehicle might be operated in. 
. , 
The Frandee SnoSlm., as ftnalizad in the Model Be ,is capable ot 
tbing an emellent job in the soft type ot anow round in the JDOWlt~ 
0llS areas ot the west. However, the fthicle is l.1Jd.ted in its versa-
til1t)" and because or its relativeq bigh cost, this model will find 
only limited acceptance. Only' those users 'Who ab80lute~ must operate 
in the mountains in the winters can afford these vehiclea-e One ot the 
serious craw-backs to all mow equipment that has been prochced' and 
observed by the author has been the MlatiTeq high price libich puts 
it out ot reach ot m&t\Y l6bo Jd.ght vieb to use it and making it elCpeb-
siva tor even large corporations to om . and operate. 
T-he Frandrte SnoSlm Model E. JMChi ne will probabq' not be pursued 
I 
IZll' turther by the utah Scictif1c Besearch Foundai ion because it 18 
now d1.recting its efforts toward a more versatile Arctic type vehicle. 
The Utah Se1enti.f1c Research Foundation is also attempting to prochce a 
light weight, versatile small 8nOllllObile intended ~or use by sma.J.l organ-
izations and private users Whereas the larger vehicle would Bern the 
purpose of the government and other agenc1 as which must e&rl7 larger 
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ESKELSON MOTOR SLED 
lll.ring the 8WIID1er ot 1~52, the author, being interested in seeing 
what could further be done in the construction or a small snowmobile , 
proceeded to procure materials for this purpose. This machine vas 
built as an avocation and the materials used vere what could be pro-
cured rather than what was desired. Use of the utah Scientific 
Research Foundation shops were gracious~ offered by the officers of 
" the utah Scientific Research F6undation. The author procured a Crosley ' 
engine, a four-speed. Chevrolet transmission, and some other scrap part.s 
from one of the previous vehicles of United states Geological Survey' 
through assistance of Von Ioms, project engineer for United States 
Geological Survey. Wi th this equipment a start was made on pro ducing 
a ver:r small vehicle. 
A light framework of aircraft; tubi'ng was welded up and a vehicle 
finished that weighed approxi.mate~ 1,150 pounds. This gaye an exce~ 
lent notation of about JJven-tenths of a pound per square inch of 
area. (figure 20.) The o~ means of steering this light vehicle was 
by use of a single finned ski. in front, which worked very well in most 
snow condttions. Thjs type of steering , of course, prevented it from 
any but limited use on bare ground. The vehicle ShO.,led good climbing 
and very good sidehilling characteristics, being perhaps the best side-
hilling of any vehicle produced, so far. It had many mechanical trou-
bles, especially with the Crosley angine. The engine used, had seen 
~ng hard service, and although it was rebuilt it never proved reliable. / 
FUrther u~e of these engines has proved their unsuitability for over-
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snow vehicles. An engine with a little more margin of reliability 
would have to be used for over-snow vehicles. 
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This small snowmobile was later used-by Soil Conservation Sa~ce 
in making SO!!le of their local snow surveys, an d since has been in usa 
in the southern part of the state for the snow survey program in that 
area. Tests of this first small vehicle were run, and observed by sev. 
eral snow survey people who indic ted that it was more near~ the ~ize 
vehicle desired £or snow survey work. '!he snow survey men are inter-
ested in two main characteristics of the vehicle; one, a light weight 
portable machine so it can be carried with relative4r Jight trucks, 
and secQnd, that the cost must be in the neighborhood of $3,000 to 
prevent a large capital investment for the snow survey program. 
The Soil Conservation people, after seeing the small vehicle run, 
decided to obtain two pilot models. These models were constructed, 
one using a Crosley engine, and the other using a small \.Jaukesha 
engine. The Crosley engine -again proved unreliable, although a new 
engine was used, and the \vaukesha, while f'airl3' reliable, "las too 
heavy for use in the small vehicle, and the weight instead of being 
1,100 pounds, as in the first machine put together by the author, was _ 
near 1,.500 -pounds which made the vehicles too heavy to ~achieve the per-
formance desired. In ac1d:}tion, the Soil Conservation people insisted 
on adding a cab so the operators could ride in relative comfort;, which 
again handicapped the vehicle with added weight. On a light vehicle 
of this type intended for ~now survey use where men must live in the 
lJk>untains for several days, the author feels that a cab is defini te~ 
a lUXlU7 which cannot be afforded as it greatq limits the operational 
characteristics of the vehicle. The main requirement of any vehicle is 
that it must arrive at the destination intended, and adding mmecessary 
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equipment, however slight, definite4' reduces the capabilities ot arry 
small sno-wmobile. The smaller the snow machine, the more serious 
these added luxur,y features become. 
Having had limited success with the small motor sleds cUring the 
wlnter of 19,~53, Soil Conservation Service authorized the construction 
I 
of three more vehicles in the spring ot 1953. These three v8hicles 
ware to use air-cooled engines. The only air-cooled engines available, 
ot sufficient horsepower whieh could be adapted to these snowmobiles, 
were the motorcycle type engine manuf'actured by Harley Ihvidson CoDl'AnY. 
These were engines ot 889'8l'lty-tour cubic inch displacement and approx--
1mate];r fifty-five horsepower. These engines gave an excellent horse-
power weight-ratio, however, they had other serious lirnitations. The 
main limitation being a severe vibration characteristic which is in-
hermt in all engines which are two-cyllnder, forty-two decree anIle 
V-type engine. This vibration characteristic 1s not serious when the 
engine is used in a motorcycle, as the engine 1a mounted tdth the 
plane of the rotating fJ¥ wheals parallel to the long axis of the 
motorcycle. In motorcycles the engine is operated most of the time in 
its high revohttions per minute range, 'Where the vibration is negli-
gible because of the closeness of the tiring impulses of the engine. 
The .1"1rst vehicle using the Harley Davidson engine . mounted the 
engine with the f4r-ldleel plane p'arallel to ,the long me machine and 
the power was tranBJJti. t ted to the rear axle through a four-speed trans-
mission and by chain drive. The usa of the chain drive was not desir-
able as several chains and sprockets with counter shai'ts were necessary 
to reduce the revolutions per minute of the engine to those necessary 
at the rear axle. Each set of chains induced problems of proper lub-





























operation in the severe field condi tiona under which a snol-JrnObile must 
operate. 
The last two vehicles which used Harley lBvidson eneines, placed 
the -engine f~-wheel plane at right angles to th~ long axis of the snow-
mobile. An attempt was made to then drive from the engine by a double 
universal joint through an automotive type clutch and transmission. The 
author here made a seriouB design mistake as the inherent vibration 
oharacteristics of this engine would not allow power to be transmitted 
through this \ttli verBal joint arrangement, and after a few hours of oper~ 
tion these joints f ailed. However, the au~hor wishes to point out 
that these machines were delivered without maldng adequate tests before 
delivery, which further backs up the point earlier made in this study, 
that there is no subBti tute for full and adequate testing of any vehiole 
before an attempt is maci! to offer it to any user. Although these 
. 
vehicles were delivered chring the summer months of 1953, pre lind nary 
tests could at least have been run without the tl-acks on a wheel type 
. -
c\Ynamometer which WQuld have exposed the serious design lind. tations of 
this vehicle. 
The engines in these vehicles have since been changed and the vehi-
cles have been used in the Oregon area of the Bn~ survey system. The 
addition of the Willys engine has increased the weight until the oper-
ational characteristics and the desirable features of the vehicle have 
been ruined. l1uch was learned from these small vehicles, in the wa:y of 
~at not to do. The author, of course, accepts full responsibility of 
the design errors that were made in these vehicles. 
There is definite need for a small snowmobile weighing approximately 
1,000 pounds and which can negotiate slopes of forty-fi~e percent 







general public would have to stB3 un dar the $3,000 mark. Such a vehicle 
would find wide acceptance with farmers, trappers, telephone repairmen, 
power and light crews, and many people who find need to go into the moux.. 
tains during the winter months. Not the least of the possibilities ot 
a small vehicle of this type is the sporting aspect for skiing excursions 
and sceni t trips. The author and many others who have operated snowmo-
biles have found many hours of enjoyment after having been hauled to 
the top of some dlstant mountain where they could obtain many nrl.les of 
skiing while retum:i,.ng from the spot the vehi.cle had left them. 
Sun Valley and other resorts ' have purchased and tried several types 
of vehicles, but they still teel that the type of vehicle to meet their 
needa has not, at this time, bean constructed. 
CHAPTER VI 
FRANIEE ST. BEmARD 
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In September of 1953, the author left the Utah Scientific Research 
Foundation to accept his present p sition in :the v-lelding Department 
at the Utah State Agricultural College. At that time it looked as if 
the demand for over-snow ver~cles had perhaps been over-estimated as 
the inquiries for snowmobiles were starting to lag. Soon, hO'\"Iever,. in-
terest began to pick up with inquiries being received, from several 
organizations. ~t that time, Jam~s A. Hardman, Project Dlrerlor of 
the Utah Scientific Research Foundation, took over the snowmobile pro-
ject and since that time it has been under his direct design juris-
dtction. Hardman's first efforts were directed toward investigation 
of a small vehicle similar to the type previously constructed by the 
author. Raving made hirr.self familiar with the design l.imi tations of 
the previous small models, the first major changes instigated by 
Rar<inan were to try to develop some means of steering other than by 
the sld., preferably by some means of metering the power in any propor-
tion desired to each indi. vidual track. 
Two different types of planatary gearing arrangements were tried. 
One of them had gear design defects, while the second had serious 
weight limitations as vlell as requiring excess etforts on the part of 
the operator. The thir~ type of steering arrangement tried, was a 
clutch and . brake assembly, similar to the type used in the caterpillar 
tractors. The first model using this type of arrangement had a nrulti-
pIe lead screw for the throw-out of the steering clutches. This type 
of throw-out assembly proved rather cumbersome' and had a tendency to 
gall up and make operation diff'lcult. This fault was corrected by 
using a cam throw-out arrangement. 
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Allot these three small snowmobile model constructed, had an air-
cooled Harley Davidson engine, but of a smaller size than perviousJ¥ 
used in the Eskelson Motor Sled. It was a rorty-rive cubic inch 
twenty-five horsepower engine. This angine had seriou~ power lim1 ta-
tions and again vibration problems were encountered with this type 
engine. This was the last attempt to use the v-type air-cooled engine. 
There are several air-cooled motorcycle engines which may be tried 
at some future date as they are vertical type twins which fire. altar. 
nat ely. This exact alternate tiring would eliminate the undesirable 
vibration characteristics of the v-twin engine. 
The next machine constructed was a rather small two-man snowmo-
bile using a clutch and brake arrangement tor steering. A cam type 
arrangement was developed tor the throw-out of the clutch, and engaging 
of the brakes on each individual track. This arrangement proved to be 
very 8atisfactory, and at present, this type vehicle seems to have very 
good possibilities. This vehicle was called the Erandee st. Bernard. 
(Figure 24.) It used the type of track assembly that drove trom both 
ends of the track. This arrangement was dtft.erent from the track used 
on the Eskelson l-Iotor Sled. The Motor Sled track drove from rear 
wheels only, and used a larger wheel at the rear to g1 ve a slack loop 
at the top or the track ,,!hich tended to increase the contact area. 
While satisfactory for the small. machine, the Frandee method of driving 
the track had definite advantages. 
The two Frandee st. Bernard models had serious operational limita-
tions because of excessi va weight. A redesign of this vehicle very pro-
bably could eliminate much of the weight; especial~ in the casting used 
Fig 24. Frandee Saint Bernard - andee Number in the background CJ) 
-I='" 
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in the steering aITangement, differential assembly, etc., which were all 
of cast iron. These castings could be replaced ld th aluminwn castings. 
The engine used in these vehicles was a Hercules four-cylinder 
engine of sixty-one cubic inches displa.cement which gave only twenty-
five horsepower. This engine is one that has been used because it 
was available, not because it was desirable. It is basically a station-
ary type of engine, llld consequently it is much heavier in all casting 
than would be desirable in an over-snow vehicle. 
The author finnly believes that any future snolil1lobiles that are 
built will definitely have to USE) components which are designed for 
use in sno"t1Il10 biles, much the way components are designed for use in 
airplanes. The use of such components would eliminate most of the 
weight problems that snol-nnobile designers have to deal with, thereby 
reducing weight to maintain "flotation in all types of snow conditions. 
CHAPTER VII 
FRAN fEE SEA rOLF 
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Early in the sprine of 19.54, an inquiry was received relative to 
snovmlobiles by the Utah Scientific Research Foundation from the \'lest 
Electric mvision or the Bell Telephone COIrq)any. The Western Electric 
Company had recent4r been commissioned by the e;overrunent to take charge 
of installations of radar warning screens across the northern part of 
the western hemisphere as a means of giving warn i ng to the United States 
from any attack from an aggressor which might come from across the 
Arctic area. The Western Electric people recognized that one of their 
most serious limitations to work in the far north Arctic region was the 
pro b1em of transportation. 
}1ost people have no real conception of the condi. tions in the far 
Arctic. They rail to realize that only approximately ten inches or pre-
cipitation falls each year in this area, and were it not for the extreme 
cold, the area would be a desert region. Because of this fact, extreme 
depth of snow is not the most s erious problem i n the Arctic. There 
are certain isolated regions in the near Arctic such as the interior 
of Alaska where great depths of snow accumulate. However, this is not 
true in most areas above the Arctic Circle. 
The problem of typical Arctic terrain above the Arctic Circle is 
.f'4-st, one of open water. Next serious to this is the pack-ice which 
reaches proportions hard for the average person to comprehend. In 
addition to this, in the summer months there is a melting and small 
pools and lakes of all si zes form on this ice. The water being any_ 
\~here from a few i~ ches deep to several feet deep. These pools are 
broken up by ridges of ica giving an enormous honey-comb effect. This 
ice conctition is nearl¥ impossible for any of the vehicles to traverse 
at that time. 
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In the areas where bare ground shows through during the short Arctic 
sumn er, other conditions develop such as the muskeg areas where there 
are great bogs of vegi tation and D'Dld. l"lost vehicles become hopeless~ 
stuck 'Wlder these conditions and have to be abanooned, and than they 
sink in deeper each year until they are conSUJrmled in the muskeg bogs. 
The other bare areas are co~osed or rough rocky areas. There is really 
no easy terrain of any type to traverse in the Arctic area.. 
Four sno\OImobiles of the Frandee :Hodel E type were shipped into the 
Arctic area for use by ~·Jestern Electric Company_ They reported that the 
vehicles would go near1¥' anywhere, and because of their good flotation 
characteristics clid not get stuck, but because of the rigid frame type 
of construction used on them, they were rapidly shaldng themselves 
apart rue to the rough terrain which produced severe vibrations in the 
vehicle. As that type of Frandae snowmobile seemed unpractical for 
t at area and in as much as no other vehicle was commercially available, 
the Western Electric people contacted the Utah Scientific Research 
Foundation. 
The \vestem Electric people asked the Utah Scientific Research 
Foundation to stuqy the type of problem that exists in the Arctic and 
attonvt to develop - a vehicle much would meet the needs of the people 
havine to travel in that area. Because of the extreme urgency on earl3' 
installations of the radar .warning ne~work, extreme impetuous and impor-
tance was placed upon the development of this vehicle. Accordingly, 
Hardnan and France were flown into the Arctic area where" for several 






over-sno'tv vehicles s ent into that area.. They r eturned and construction 
l-fe' S imr. ediately begun on ~ type of vehicle, thought by t hem, be :-:.1i 
suited to reet the nee cIs of the T'Jestern Electric pao lee 
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A desirable completion date for t he 1~ ilot model of the large Arctic 
vehiole, which has since been named the Frandee Sea lolf I was set for 
J'll y "1954. Because of t he many involved probl ems i..I'1 tile design of this 
vehicle, this date was not met. By September, the veh.i.cle was reactr 
for shi pl. ent to the north , and af'ter a s eries of I reliminary tests in 
t he Logan area, where t he vehicle '\-Tas run on the bare ground, swamps, 
and 01 en water J alTangements were made to fly the vehicle to t he far 
nort. ( Fi gures 26, 27, 28.) 
The vehicle was driven from Logan, utah to IIill Field, Ut , 
Wlere it was p laced aboard a large transport aiI!>lane for delivary to 
t he nortLern area. It can be noted here t hat the only practioal means 
of transportation into this Arctic area at this time is by airplane. 
Everythine is florm in from t he food and neoessary sup:; lies to nciintain 
the crews, to l aree pieces of construction e quipment su ch as Rn.8 
Caternillars. 
Following are some of the construction characteristicD of the first 
.odel Frandee Sea vlolf: 
The engine used '\-las a Conti nental engine of ap ')roximately eighty 
horsepower. This engine, havine; had its parlor increased H'ithout in-
croasine the Hei ght especially for tIns vehicle by t he Continental 
!Totors Company. TIle Continental Hotors Corporation has been extremely 
0 00 erative i .1'1. hel,_ inl"/' t he ut ah Scient~fic Research Foundation 1<'n th any 
- rime mover p robloms that t ley have had. This laison work was under 
t he direction of !Ir. Earl C. Ginn, cilief cngL~eer, n 0 1-l vice-presici3nt 
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Fig 28. Frandee Sea Wol odel 1 1Tohicle is being driven by both tracks and nTonelle .. . '" N 
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The transmission was a four-spe~d \-larner transmission, and the trans-
fer case loPS a custom constructed unit. The case was made from cast 
aluminum and fitted with gears for the necessary drives to the f:ront 
and rear track assemblies an d to the propeller used for amphibious 
operation. The vehicle had two tr cks in the front and two tracks in 
the rear. ach track was driven by two tires of about 6.00 x 16 size. 
The tires used were specially developed track t yp e tires procurred from 
a United states rubber c0nr.> any. The belt used in the tracks was a 
sp ecially developed belting for use in extremely cold conditions which 
VJOuld maintain its nexibility in a minus seventy degrees F. below 
zero. TIus belting was produced specially for these vehicles by the 
Gooqyear Tire and Rubber Company of Akron, Ohio. 
The front and rear sets of tracks lire driven independently by a 
drive shaft .froI7l the transfer case. steering was accomplished ~J turn-
ing the front set of tires throueh use of a hydraulicly boosted steering 
mechanism • . The pOl-ler to the tracks wa0 transmit t ed in a manner that 
allowed the rear tracks to do the dri ring under most conditions to 
r educe the nUJ'lber of gears that were 0_ erated under power, thus eliminat-
i ng some of the power loss through gears . There was an dve r--rurming 
clutch arrang~ent installed in the drive-line b etween the front and 
rear s et of tracks which allowe d the front tracks to immediate~ engage 
should any slippage be encoUntered by the rear s ot of tracks. 
The vehicle ,\-Tas rather large and was designed as a combined personnel 
an j cargo carrier. It was comp letely water tight up to a point which 
allol-Te d it good flotation for ~hibious op eration, an d a p ropeller and 
rudder assemb~ were installed for oper ation in deep water. v'lhen 
Ship. ed to t he Arcti c r egi on, t he vehicle was accompanied by Hardman 
and Floyd ~"[ilhelm, a foreman mechanic at t he Uta..~ Scientific Res earch 
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Foundation. They ran the vehicle through a series of tests in the Arctic 
area and found that some d:i...f'ficulty was experienced with the drive hub 
assemblies, as the wheel hubs had not been properly heat treated, 
re sulting in a stripping of the keys from the wheel hubs. 
mer approximate~ t'tlO weeks in the Arctic area, Wilhelm became 
rather ill, probably from the drinking water conditions in that area, 
and, as his stomach did not seem to adjust itself to the environment, 
it was deemed wise for him to retum to Logan. Hardman, however, 
stayed in the Arctic. area for some time corresponding to the shops in 
Logan as to the difficulties encountered with the vehicles. He rel~edJ 
by wireless, instructions to the men working in the shops at Logan, and 
they immedi.ate~ constructed new hubs and axle assemblies and shipped 
them by aircraft; to the Arctic region. ~t should be noted here, that 
these men were worldng moor severe limitations as they were oopending 
only on limited radiQ instructions, and their previous knowledge of 
what went into the vehicle to make the necessar,y corrections. They 
did an excellent job, and the parts , when received and installed by 
Hardnan, cured most of the difficulties of the vehicle. This f'urther 
points up the author's point on testing. Had it not been for the 
fact that Hardman .. being fully acquainted with the design and con-
struction of the vehicle, had been on the ground where the actual test-
'1ng was done, perhaps the vehicle lmuld have been deemed as inadf;lquate 
and not have been tollowed further. However.. through Hardman IS 
dilligence in testing, the major problems were licked and the Western 
Electric Company indicated their acceptance of the Vehicle as being 
the most Promising of any that they had tested. 
With the l!'ripid approach of the Arctic winter, it became necessary 
for Hardman to return to the h in Lo t sops gan 0 begin preliminary pre-
-
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parations for the next design of the Frandee Sea lolf. Corresponamce 
was received later from the Arctic area from the operators using the 
vehicle, who indicated that they had run approximately 1,000 miles wer 
extremely difficult terrain with little or no difficulties. 
lliring the early wL"lter months ' of 1954, preliminary design problmls 
were investigated for the construetion of the next Frandee Sea Wolf 
with an attempt being made to cure some of the problems noted during 
testing of the first vehicle. Some of these beL~gl the vehicle "had 
to be made lighter, and the cost had to be reduced. 'lhesa changes 
are being incoIlJorated i n the next machine. 
The Utah Scientific Research Foundation engineers proceeded to 
make preliminary designs of co~onents they felt should be inclllded 
in the next vehicle, and in the meantime, negotiations were started with 
the Western Electric Company for a contract to supply another Arctic 
test vehicle. A contract was received in ~~eh 1955 by the Utah 
Scientific Research Foundation for sever:a1 of these vehicles, and the 
first pilot model of this group is now being cOll¥lleted in the shops of 
of the utah Scientific He'search Foundation at the time of this writ~ing. 
The first vehicle will be shipped to the Arctlc area for lengthy 
testing of the severa l changes that have been incorporated. The first 
model was constructed mainly of a tubing, truss type structure. In the 
model nO\i UJ."1.dor construct.i:on an gt,tempt is being made to use the 
monocoque type construction, and make the skin carry most of the load, 
much as is cbne in aircrai't construction. \fuere it can be used, of course, 
this type of constructio~ ' is the lightiest for the si~e of the vehicle. 
The shape of the hull has b een changed to irrprove the amphibious charac-
teristics and to reduce the propeller cavitation and rud~r steering 
problems. The oscillating anns which carry the track have been 
redesigned, making a str onger and lightier assembly for support of the 
lmeals which the tracks run on. Heavier springs are being mounted for 
the ~spension of the vehicle. 
The author wishes to note that the unique springing arrangement 
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of the tracks of this vehiole make it so that the cab remains relatively 
level while the tracks follo'-l any uneven terrain 9noounteredo Under 
most terrain conditions, this vehicle can ov reOl e nearl any type of 
- obstacle :in its path; mud, synUTIlls , rocks, etc., do not ser-lously hinder 
the vehicle. 
All snmnnobiles with 1-1hich the author has had contact have had the 
serious limitation of being only snownobiles and are relatively useless 
outside or the few months th~ ar used during the winter. Such is 
not true of the Frandee Sea Holf, as the tracks can be removed and the 
vehicle operated as an extremely versatile vehicle for bare ground con-
dLtions. 1ll.rine the early testine of the vehicle, the tracks were re-
moved and the machine driven t hrou...,h several extremely rou£h mountain-
eoua areas with lit tIe or no road to foUo\'l, and t he vehicle out per-
forms a Jeep very easily in nost conditions while travelinG through t' .is 
roueh area. 
CFi\PYiR VIII 
HILI TARY SNO~'li·:OD1lES 
. Eliason l-fotor Toboggan 
The Eliason Hotor Toboggan was develo ed shortly before -'[orld 
t1'lar II . Tb.i.s development took place in Clintonville, vlisconsin. The 
machine is just as, the name suggests, a motorized tobog[ an. ,This ve-
hicle was constructed a~ light as possible and stil~rrovide transpor-
tation for tt.ro men. It consists of a \looden tobog. an approximate4r 
tuelve feet lone, an ' three feet 1dde. (Fif.,rure 29.) A t 1rio-cylinder 
seventy-four cubic inch. Indian _otorcyc1e engine is mOW1ted toward the 
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front of the toboggan and this eneine drives an endless be1t-tY'}e track 
about twelve inches vdde , and six or seven feet long . The track runs in 
a slot through the toboggan and mea."1S is made to adjust the de ... .Jth at 
which this track runs beloH' the sli dinG surface of the tobogban. 
This type vehicle was tried on snOt-l survey \-Iork by the Soil 
Conservation Service in mountainol.! s areas, ~d was determined to be 
relati vely useless in the deep powdered snOll found in this area. It!hen 
traveling in three or four feet of powdered snon, the tobogr'an, the 
l:lOtor, and half of the 0 .. erator is under snow. On relatively firm .snow, 
the toboggan does a fair job; hOl-13Ver, in t~e really soft conditions 
there is a tendency for the track to 1005.e its grip and then the sliding 
surface of the toboggan supports the machine, ca:usine;. the tracks to spin. 
I t is hieh-centered, so to sreak, with · the track unable to gain any grip 
for forvlard motive use. 
Considerable tr.ouble 't,r."'s also experienced from over-heatine of the 
air .. cooled motorcycle en i ne. 11e 'Jnei ne also had the inherent 
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vibra.tion problem as discussed earlier in this study. An at tempt was 
made to assist the cooling of the engine by mounting an electric driven 
fan in front of the motor. However, this was not entirely satisfactory. 
The over-heat ing problem was caused by having to run the engine near 
top revolutions per minute in order to gain sufl~cient power for forward 
motion while the forward ~eed of the vehicle was relatively slow in 
difficult conditions. This slow speed under heavy pulling cond1.tions 
did not provide enough circulation of air to mai ntain the proper operat-
ing temperature for the engine. 
In certain areas of the country, where the snow is relatively firm 
. and heavy, the Eliason Motor Toboggans have some u till ty, but in the 
mountain-west area, it is not a practical over-snow vehicle. '!his type 
snoWIn bile is still produced in limi. ted numbers by the ?our-Whael Drive 
Automobile Company. who mve purchased the manufacturing rights from too 
original Eliason Tobogg an Company. 
T.o:t SnO'~il1lObile 
In 1941, the Vehicle :Development Branch of the Ordinance Department, 
Uni ted States Anrry, became interested in the development of a light over-
snOv1 vehicle. In investigating the vehicles available in 'the field, a 
decision was made to attempt the construction of a sno't-lITlobile based 
mainly on the principles used in the Eliason Hotor Tobog£ran. Subsequently 
contracts were let with the Allis Chalmers COmpany for approrimately 
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SiX test vehicles of the type designated as T-27. 
Before development wrk on tbe T-27 .snowroobile began, the Vehicle 
Department center of the Ordinance Department listed some characteristics 
which they felt the completed snO't"il'OObile should have. They are as follows: 
.: 'r: Proje&Report. Snow Tractor, T-27. 
,. ,. . October ~._1945 
-.. 
". \ 
Project Number: KG-231, p.8-9, 
Tests consisted of operation at CamP Hale, Colorado on 
varying conditions of snow, weather, operating personnel and 
tactics. No attempts were made to evalutate snow conditions 
by actual measurement since condi.. tions vary so greatly from 
place to place, and hour to hour, that it was believed more 
desirable to design for the \-Torst known condi. tiona knowing 
that more favorable conditions would then offer ·littletrouble. 
studies of the m~chanics of, and behavior of, each type 
vehicle in snow were made, and it was determined generally 
that: 
a. Low center of gravity is essential. 
b. 'ilie center of gravity should be displaced far 
enough forward to give reasonably constant ground pressure 
throughout the length of the track on extreme grades (,))%). 
c. Accomplishment of paragraph b. above can best be 
attained by a half track vehicle (sIds on front and tracks on 
rear) since the high loadings at the front on level snO\i, 
due to displacement of the c ent'er of gravity forward, are 
carried on the slds. 
d. Vehicles with sIds in front provide much better 
steering characteristics in cEep soft snow than full tracked 
vehicles. 
e. A half track vehicle vrl. th slds on the front is not 
satisfactory for bare ground operation. 
f. A full tracked vehicle could be provided with s'at-
isfactor,y steering characteristics if a difrerential ~  
developed which would penni t application "Of poer to one 
track in a reverse direction to that of the other track, 
thus permitting instantaneous pivot turns. 
g. Existing designs of controlled differentials cause 
spee d1.ng up of the outsi.:ile track in roaldng turns, thereby 
wiping the snow out from un der that track. Thi s resu.l ts in 
banking in a direction opposite to that desiredo 
h. A unit ground pressure of 0.7 pounds per square inch 
is. desirable. 
i • . A horsepower to weight ratio of 60 H.P. per ton is 
desirable and in many instances will pennit "bulling" the 
vehicle through otherwise impassable places. 
j. The space between tracks should be kept to a 
minimum consistent with good steering. 
It. In casas where the ~pace between tracks is .greater 
than 1.40 times the width of one trackJ a ground clearance 
of at least 22 inches should be provided. 
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1. Waterproofing of the electrical system is essential. 
me Tra.:.":S for water to accumulate in the .fuel lines . 
should be avoided. 
n. Cold starling aids should be provided. 
o. Light man-hancD.eable vehicles are much more de-
sirable than large machines. All snow vehicles require 
expert drivers and yet may become stuck daily. Light 
vehicles under these circumstances are much easier to 
extricate. 
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It can be noted that many of these desirable features listed, coin-
cide with the e:xperience found earlier by Soil Conservati.on Service, 
Uni ted States Geological Survey, Utah Scientific Research Foundation, 
and others in their snoWDlobile development program. 
The T-2:7 snowmobile was relatively small, approximately nine feet 
in lerigth and thirty-two inches in width • . (Figure JO.) It was driven 
by an en&ess track. Twelve inch driving wheels were mounted on a f'orty-
one inch wheel base for the track. There were no boggie wheel assam-
biles, but the track was depressed against the BnOl., by means of a 
shoe arrangement which the tracks slid under. This shOlJ arrangement 
was not satisfactory because of high wear concH. tiona, high friction, 
etc.. The vehicle was steered by two separate sk:ts approximately 
thirty-five inches long. These skis had a small fin on ~he bottom and 
~ 
were controlled by a large pair of han<D..e bars, similar to motorcycle 
handle bars. 
The power was supplied by a Waukesha Hodel I~K .four-cylinder e 
gina of cp proximately ·twenty-two horsepower. This angine is the same 
as ane tried by the Utah Scientific Research Foundation, and is too 
heavy for proper use in a snowmobile. 
Several of these Vehicles were produced with slight variations in 













180 degree OP Josed type engine. Cooling problems were encountered 
\.n. th this air-cooled engine because of the high p ower output of the 
angine and 10"1 vehic~e speedf"iiiod not provide adequate cooling. 
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Several of these vehicles were tested at the Win'ter Testing Branch 
of the Ordinance Department, at Camp Hale Colorado, and also in the 
l-Iount Rainer, Mount Hoo.d area. A vehicle of this type was also tested 
by the Soil Conservation Service about 1946, at Logan, Utah, un~r the 
direction of Clyde. These tests of the So~l Coaservation Service were 
not satisfactor.y enough to warrant UBing the vehicle for snow survey 
~ The operational characteristics of the vehicle, cllrrbing, side-
hill:ing, etc., were not good and only a small ruoount of the power pro-
duced by the engine was transmitted to forward tractive force, as the 
track assemblies with their sliding guides were inefficient and con-
summed most of the power in frictional loses. 
With the arrival o! ',¥-J ~ in 1945, the project was stoppe~ 
and no further work has been rone on the development of this vehicle. 
M-1 Snowmobile 
The 1'.-1 sno~'l'llObile .was also developed by the Ordinance ~artment 
of the United States Army. In overall appearance an d operational char-
acteristics, it is very similar to the Barrett Sno'\-1!nObile No.3. 
(figure 31.) It drove by a pair o£ tracks in the rear which ran on 
rather small bogie wheels J and was steered by means of a pair of sld.s 
in front and also by brakes which could be applied individually to 
the tracks to improve the steering characteristics. 
l-1any of these vehicles have since been used by various public and 
private agencies which have procurred the vehicles surplus from the 
. army. They do a r ather creditable job of over-snow transportation as 
regards performance, however, they are plagued with relative~ frequent 
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break-downs. be' chic! problem is the failure of the bogie wheel 
system. _ The. bogie wheels have a small rolling radius, and therefore 
subject the severe shock loads. In add:ition, the transmission and trans-
fer case type of drive 'vhich is practically the S2Jlle as used in a Jeep 
is somewhat overloaded in this vehicle. '!he pover was supplied by 
an engine of \-lillyS4-Jeep design. 
l-'lost of the people operating these vehicles with whom the author 
has had ccntaet, have felt that this vehicle showed some promise and 
would just~fy fU.rther investigation into the possibilities of this 
type vehicle. They all felt that most of the inherent mechanical 
difficulties could be elimi.nated by a little more engineering and espe-
cially by IOOre thorough testing of the vehicle under actual snow con-
d:i. tions by the people responsible for the design. 
111e United states For.est Service has used many of these vehicles 
for its over-snow program in various areas throughout these western 
states and Alaska. 
T-.36 Cargo Carrier Sno-wmobile 
This snow tractor was under the developmental control of the 
Vehicle Brance of the Ordinance ISpartment of the United states Army, 
and was intended to fUnction p rimarily as a tractor unit for towing a 
load of at least l! tons on a sled-type toboggan behind the vehicle. 
It was a relativeJ¥ large machine, weighing 5,000 pounds, with a crew 
of two men. (Figure 32.) 
One of these vehicles was procu.rred ~lus in 1950 by the COllege. 
It was intended that this vehicle should be used by the Wild Life and 
Forestry Department for their operations in the mountains during the 
winter mo nths. It proved vary inacequate for this use. France, ~vine, 











fit f or test-ing purposes. The vehicle was taken into t he mountains 
several times, a cco • anied by some of t 1e other snorlT.10biles, :?articular-
1y the Barrett ,0. 3 -machine, one of t he small Tnited sta~es coloeioa1 
surv y mac. ines , and t e Frande SnoShu ITO. 1. In t,1reo or four feet 
of powdered snow, all mac'd .. n e !:; ,,.vuld 0 erato satis_:J.ctorily exee. t the 
T-36. 7he T-36 would not oJ."erate i n soft sn01 . J' that exceeded more than 
a~ out t JO feet. l!nlen t.1e snow became deep enou":h so t l a t it could not 
compress t e snO'-1 an d gain flotation aeainst the groun , it i mnecliately 
egan to flounder. 
It is note. _rom testinc exp erience, that snow, a:t,er it b ecomes 
an ro:drnatel four foet dec:') , is dee enouGh to force ave. ic10 to 
act lally flo at on t l e snm'l r at her than compres s t he u ow aeair st t .8 
ero'W1 It Snows above t hi s de~th !1r esent no a 1ded elir iculty , t !:J.t is, 
si..: or eiGht feet of soft snO'\1 is no more diff icult to run L'1 than four 
feet of soft snow. 
The T-36, when nrocurred fro t he r clinancc part .ent by t he 
College, uas in new condition showing ~proxi nately t lenty rules on the 
speeder. eter, and t he ceneral ap earance an d f i ttinGs of t e nachine in-
--- die te d it La d seC1 little US Co An atter.1pt was ma de to lie te.l.: t lis 
vel icle as it l-JaS felt that t he excessive 11e i 0 1t was t 16 f actor causi .1:: 
t e o? erational troub_e" vO evo~.rt . ne t ;l.:tt Ha'" not absoll t c ly . .... cessary 
for t 1e runninC 0 ... t he veLicle Has renoved. fter t' is 'loi::.: t r - oval 
t' llS machine still showed many bad e .I.aracteristi cs. Su ccess w s 
never obtaJ..ned in r.J.a kinr; thi S L36 p erform satisfac t orily on t he sno'H. 
In "'act, ·it a eli l i eu t y i n eettin around" even on G groun 
T .e tr c ~ aJ: ran.::,ement , wllch ran ov"r broad track rollers , c !:Iused 
serious sno1i aCidLE,: condit·':ons. The final drive was b y an open cain, 
'-Jhi c also resented s erious -<iif iculties as ice would b . ld un on the 
chain until the chains were in danger of breakine. It took enonnous 
3w:nmts of horsepower just to overcome the driving resistance of the 
chain and sprockets under these icing conditions. The bogie wheel 
s,ystem used on the vehicle was a series of rollers. These rollers 
were full width of the track which was approximately t,.,enty-four 
inches lrdde. The snow packed between the track and the rollers as 
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there was no provision for making the track self-cleaning, such as by 
the open center type of track used on the Frandee .:JnoShu and other snow-
mobiles. This condition led to excessive pressure being exerted on the 
bearing of the bogie wheels and even on the main drive wheel roller~. 
The bearings soon gave way and allowed" the bogie l.:11eel system to de-
stroy itself. 
The only feature which the author feels was really ,"lorth wllle and 
successful on this vehicle was the planetary type, gear box arrangement 
for steering the vehicle. The vehicle steered entirely -by this plane-
tary gear arrangement J and it seemed to function ver.! \Ol~ll from a 
mechanical standpoint, but the vehicle was elif ficul t to steer even with 
this arrangem~t because of the poor tr~ck. In the ooep snow I it was 
completely unmanageable because of its excessive weieht and poorly de-
signed track. 
By the time the vehicle had been tested to accumulate ap. roximateq 
forty miles; it was completeJ¥ \-/om out. The tracks v~ere jerky and 
the bogie uheel system was completely ruined because of bearing failur·e. 
The ch~s ~re severely stretched from icing conditions, and in general 
the life of this vehicle had been completely run throu2'h in forty 
miles. In the experience of the author, he ha d nev~r seen a vehicle 
which had more features which showed less design experience in over-
snO't'l transportation. 
Apparently this vehicle had bean designed, as several others have 
been, with the p eople responsible for the design, having had no exper-
ience in actual over-sn loT transportation. That is, they have examined 
a few pictures of some previous machines, and studied a few patents, 
and then proceeded to design what they thought was a practical snow-
mobile. This type of designing always 'leads to difficultie s in snow-
mobile eonstruction, and there is no substitute for actual test eN-
perlence in th e1'f1D8ilts concerned. Getting out in the deep soft, snow 
of the mountaneous regions, or Arctic regions for long periods to be-
come faudliar 'wi th the varied snow cond:i tions and climatic conditions 
that exist. Onl\r about five of these T-J6 vehicles were ever pro-
weed, and pursuance of experimentation was discontinued at the end 
of Horld \i ar I I. 
~ Weasel 
The . Amy Weasel tractor type vehicle is an amphibious full track 
type machine. It is meant to do the same job under amphibious con-
dltions that the Jeep does on land conditions. In fact, it is built 
with several Jeep components beibg used. Most of these vehicles were 
constructed for the Army by studebaker Corporation. 
. The Weasel is a full track vehicle, and steers by means of a 
planataxy gear arrangement. It does a good job while it operates in 
the element for which it is designed, mainly that of rough muddy going 
and swampy water cond1.tions, such as those found during the last war 
in the .·invasion of Holland and other low-lying lands of Europe. 
For lack of a better va.'1icle for Arctic and other high mountainous 
conditions, the Aruv has proceeded to make wide spread use of the 
-~t/easel for its over-snow transportation. The vehicle is relati ve~ 
heavy in relation to its flot ational track area, weig}1ing approrlmatel3' 
llD 
2t pounds per ..square inch of track area. It does a eredi.table job 
despite this serious limitation. The main defect the author has 
observed in operating and watching tests of the ·~easel, lklB the failure 
of the track arrangement which used a bogie wheel syst~m of small 
rolling radtus with its attendant shock troubles. 
The tracks tended to come orf, particularly in the deep heavy 
snow condi. tions. When ,the vehicle attempted to turn, quite often the 
track would catch in the snow and the velrlele would roll right out 
of its tracks. This hap! ened several times with the .veasles which 
worked on the A:rrrr:r plane crash east of Logan, utah, in January of 1953. 
Because of the availability of the Weasel in large numbers, the 
11Jeasel has been used more for snm'1 transportation than perhaps any other 
vehicle. However" it has a long way from that Wich is desired in 
over-snow transport'ation. 
· otter 
The ottel; track type vehicle,o£_ the ,~  is a vehicle whieh~ was 
prodlced by General Motors, and designed intentionally as an over-
snow vehicle or Arctic vehicle. It is also an amphibious type vehicle 
and at first appearance, one might think i t was an over-grown Weasel 
which is true to some extant. The track arrangement on the otter is 
better than that on the vleasel as it uses large tires, approximately 
6.00 by l6 size and of a special type developed for track type vehicles 
by United States Rubber COJIqJany. The main limitation of the otter is -
its heavy 'weight for the rather narrow track used. It may be satisfac-
tory for some Arctic conditions where the snow is of a pacldng and hard 
type which wil~ support ~ood loads, but would be practically useless 
in the deep mountain snows of the western states. 
These obselVations of the otter, however, are second-handed 
'lll 
observations, the author having not had a chance to personally operate 
this vehicle. This vehicle is the only one included in ws stuqy of 
over-snow vehicles which the author has not had first-hand contact, 
so the observations could be wrong or prejudiced. However, they have 




TUCKER SNO CAT 
The Tucker Sno Cats are the results of many years develo~ ment 
and experiments in over-snow transportation. They are the invention 
of E. M. Tucker, former4r of California~ and Medford, Oregon. Tucker's 
experience with over-snow transportation is probably as great as that 
of anyone in the field. He has produced one type ve.lU.cle or another 
for over-snow transportation since early in the 193os. 
The first sno't-nnoblle produced by Tucker, with which the author 
is familiar, is the Tucker Spiral Drive Snow Sled. This machine was 
built in the lat,e 19.30s and was a small vehicle supported by one front 
and tuo rear skis. (Figure 33.) The method of propulsion of the 
vehicle over snow was by a large metal scrmi which could be depressed 
into the snow. Under certain conditions the vehicle could obtain a 
speed of tlienty miles per hour. This machine had some of the operational 
linritations of the Eliason Toboggan as it lost traction from screw 
slippage in sort snow, being left high and dry on its sIds. Another 
serious <h"awback was the absolute lirrdtation of the vehicle to snow~ 
las it could not traverse any bare ground. 
About 1940, Tucker Conpatly, of Hedford, Oregon, announced a type 
of snowmobile which has since been developed to an trlvanced stage. 
The first vehicle t .o go 11Ilder the trade name 0 f "Tucker Sno Cat, n 
which is probably the most famous name in snowmobiles~ were of the 
track-ski combination type. (Figure 34.) They steered by two skis 
in front and were dri ven by two endless link steel, type tracks. 




















giving a nearly ideal method of traction and flotation; however, 
there are some draw backs to this pontoon arrangement. In operation, 
the steel lL'1k track tends to -wear and it is rather dlfficult to tighten 
it, but more seriously, the track is munted on small roller bearings 
of approximate~ three inches in diameter. These bearings have an 
eJCtremely high line.:1.r velocity when the vehicl.e is .traveling .firteen 
to twenty miles per hour • . These bearings also are continualJ¥ immersed 
in the snow and in the late spring operation in mud and water which 
makes the condition even w.:orse. The bearings are rather short lived and 
the dLfficulty of keeping them proper13 lubricated is also ~erious. No 
bearings could be procared commerCially with shields good enough to 
meet the requirements for the 'fucker Sno-Cat. Consequently, }!r. 
Tucker developed a seal, and procil.ces in his shops, the seals for the 
bearings used on his vehicle. 
The two pontoon Tucker Sno-Cat was proruced in a variety of models 
and sizes. The largest of these was nicknamed by snOli survgy people, 
"The !em Cat". This vehicle was an outstanding p~rfo:rmer, especially 
in soft snow conditions. 
After World War II, Tucker developed a four pontoon type snow-
mobile which steered by pivoting the front pontoons :in one direction 
and the rear set of pontoons turning in the op_ oslte direction, and 
so enabling this rather long vehicle to tum in a co~arati:vely short 
distance. (Figure 35.) This four pontoon drive Tucker is probabl,y 
the ultimate in performance in' soft snow conditions of any of the 
vehicles ava1:lable today. 1..Jhen this large machine is traveling with 
a light load, it will eive an outstanding demonstration in snow of 
any type. The only thing that keeps the Tucker from b eing . a completely 
successful sno1-1r.1obile, is the problem of bearing failure on the tracks. 
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They require a large amount of maintEn ance in proportion to the time 
operated, and the problem of keeping them gre·ased requires many man-
hours of labor as each bearing must have a plug removed, a grease 
fitting inserted, and then this grease fitting taken out and the plug 
reinstalled after gre '·.sing. The grease fi ttl ng could not be left in-
stalled in the bearings as they would be too vulnerable and would be 
torn off wring operation. 
I 
Should Tucker develop a me:tho d of improving the fault of this 
track' and lengthening its life J he will Wl.doubtecO.y have a firm hold 
on the snowmobile market. 
It should be noted here that the Tucker Sno-Cat is by far the 
most widely used commercial snol-llnobile , and has been suceessfuly 
operated in all parts of the western hemisphere where the snow trans-
portation need exists. Host users of this vel !icle like all of its 
features with the exee J tion of the problem of track roller wear. 
Another factor which points up the success of the Tucker ~no-Cat is 
that the Tucker company has grown from practically nothing to its 
place as a prominent company. This growth being produced by nothing 
but the snowmobile market. The author lmows of no other company wch 
exists solely by the production of a sno,\mlObile, with the exception of 
the Bombardier Company in Canaqy which proruces a rather heavy snoWl1Dbile. 
This Bombardier snowmbbile, however, is not satisfactor.y for use in the 




Numerous attempts have been made by various organizations, includ-
ing the Utah State Agricultural College, and the utah Scientific 
Research Foundation, to produce a successful sr.nall sno'WlllObile. These 
efforts have been directed toward produ~ing a snowmobile which would 
not gross over 1,000 pounds and preferably 500 to 7qD pounds, thus 
maldng it possible to man-handle the machine and to transport ft with 
a minimum of difficulty. None of the small vehicles produced have been 
. . 
very successful as yet. Houever , satisfactory results may be obtained 
in the future as several organizations are still working toward the 
developnent of these small machines. 
Montana Snow Bug . 
The Nontana Snow Bug is a small sno,,"'ITlObile which has been produced 
experimentally at l~ntana State College by the people who conduct the 
snow surveys for that area. This vehicle was designed by Honson of 
the College staff at Montana State and assistance has been furnished 
by Ash Cod, snow survey leader for the I-ontana an d North~rn 'vyoming 
areas. 
Sever al models of this ve.hicle have beenproduced, and they are all. 
basically the s3.Ine , consisting of a "ride toboggan type sld. in front for 
steering, and a large pontoon with a track the full wi dth of the vehicle 
revolving abo;ut it. (Figure 36.) This track is approximately three 
or four feet wide depending on the model. Power has been supplied by a 
rather small air-cooled engine. The present engine used is approximately 
tlofelve horsepo~er. This engine is coupled to a centrifical type clutch, 
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and th~n to a sr.mll four-speed motorcycle trcnsmission. The vehicle 
has been geared down to procllce a rather slow speed. The people in 
that area are satisfied with four or five miles per hour, being more 
concerned Hi th depen dabili ty than high top speed. This machine has, 
at times, demonstratea excellent climbing ability, because practically 
all of its bottom Surface is a traction surface and under most snow 
conditions does an excellent job. The machine has been plagued "lith 
mechanical. dlfficulties. ·These difficulties arise from two sourcesl 
first, the use of poor materials, and second, some times poor quality 
of workmanship in the construction of the vehicles. 
Recently the latest model of the YJOntana Snow Bug has been com-
pleted and first t est runs made. Some changes have been made to allow 
the track to run on small pneumatic wheels which should eliminate much 
of the friction I ltlich was robbing the machine of most of its available 
horsepower. Nothing further can be s aid of the operation 0 f the 
vehicle as it is just now undergoing its first tests. The author leola 
that the type vehicle these people are working on shows definite pro-
mise, but feels that Dnlch could be gained by improving the quality of 
the worAmaIlship in the vehicles, and by also stl.l~.g some of the rnore 
successful track designs used on other sno~biles. 
Hobson ~ Traveler 
The Hobson Snow Traveler uses a full width track and also a full 
width toboggan type sld. for steering. It has been pro<ilced in 'very 
limited quantites by a small organization in l1ontpelrler, Idaho. 
(Figure 37.) 
The author witnessed a demonstration of t his vehicle in Sun Valley, 
Idaho" where it gave a very creditable performance climbing hills ot 







in the Hontpellier, Idaho area. and has had fair success, however, 
it is definitely lind_ted in its ability to opera~e on anything ot1:ter 
than snow conditions as the toboggan, and eSpecially the track, would 
be extremely vulnerable to anything except snow. 
Power for this vehicle was supplied by a four-cy~nder air-cooled 
Wisconsin engine. This engine; while heavy for snowmobiles, is never .. 
theless an extremely OOpendable engine, ' and produces its horsepower 
without overworking the engine. Also, 'it is one of the tew air-cooled 
engines which has a really effective cooling system. A well designed 
squirrel cage type of blower supplies air to the cylinders and allows 
them to operate at full horsepower without overheating the engine. 
Nelson Sno-Poke 
-----
The Nelson Snc-Poke was an ooq:>erimental mo del 'developed by the 
Metalizing Company of Boise, Idaho. (Figure 38.) This vehicle con-
sisted of a short pair of tracks which propelled the machine, and a 
p air of skis in :ifront for steering. 'll1e frame \-lork was a bare skeletcn 
of aircratt tubing with a seat for one person whose legs straddled 
the engine. It was a very small snowmobile, and though built extremely 
light, it did not have a very favorable flotation characteristic, 
exerting about three-fourths of a pound per square inch of track on ' 
the Sn01-1. 
The author had opportunity to observe this Sno-Poke in oper3:tion 
in th_e Ketchum area of Idaho. In fairly beavy snow J the vehicle had 
great dif "'iculty in making much progress because its weight was centered 
toward the rear and recause its high ground pressure ten~d to make the 
machine dig in. The vehicle was constructed from parts wch were not 
standard, even the engine was a small t we-cylinder V-engine which had 




PROPELLER DRIVEN SNOW PLANES 
or all the means or snow transportation, the propeller driven 
snow plane is the most spectacular to observe in. 0 eration. Many models 
of these have been built, including the type of pro,Peller driven ice-
boats used on the lakes of the midwestern states. A t least three types 
have been produced in the western states, these being the Abacrombie 
Snow Plane, (Figure 39) prodlced at J ackson, \-Iyorning with a sixty-five 
horsepower eneine; the Snow Cruiser, manufactured at Waitsburg, 
\vashington; and the Call Air Snow Plane, produced by Call Aircrai't 
Company at Afton, W .. "oming. This last mentioned snow plane p1X>babl3 
being the outstanding one manufactured toda\Y. The author has operated 
all three of these snow planes on occasion, and has owned one persona1l3' 
of the type produced by Abaerombie. 
The propeller driven snow-plane is rather limited in the element 
in which it can be operated. It is used most advant ageously in open 
country and in snow which is not too deep and powdery. In the areas 
in which it can be used, it far out performs any other type of over-
snow transportation, and contrary to what most people believe, will 
even out perfonn them while climbing and sidei:rl.lling steep slopes. 
The author, in 1950, obselVed some comparative tests in which one of 
the Snow Cruiser Snow Planes was competing against several track type 
vehicles. This snow plane was able to consistently take a short run 
and progress up a sixty percent slope, tu.rni~ and sidehilling and 
corning back down tIns slope. No other vehicle tested 1.'1 the same 




slopes • . 
The most serious lim:i t ati on of the vehicle is while ' operating in 
dense timber country where the danger to the propeller might exist from 
hitting limbs and other projections. It is, of course, limited to snow 
and cannot operate on bare ground. This is a drawback as bare ground 
operation is very important to snow su:rvgy people as most of their work 
is rone in the early spzi-ng. All models of these snow planes are ex.-
tremely light. Some of them exerting a pressure on the snow surface of 
only one-fourth pound per square inch of sId area. 
The Call Air Company of Afton, Wyoming, now produces a snow plane 
with an engine of uS horsepower which is the ideal size for a snow piana. 
Less than this horsepower makes the snowplane sluggish tn~ything but, 
favorable conditions. \-11th the 125 horsepower engine. a good pertormaa~e 
could be maintained under most snow condi tiona. The Call Air COJI¥)any 
has also developed an accellent type of ski which is a composite st~c­
ture made from sheet aluminwn. It is extremely light an'd rigi d, and 
yet is large EIlough to give excellent support; to the ' snow plane. 
It is orten necessary, in order to prevent certain types ot SlOW 
from sticking to the sId, to use a plastic baas ski. wax. ~vithout this 
wax, the ski. sometimes £reezes down when the vehicle stops and it is 
nearly impossible to shake the sIds loose from the snow or to loosen _ 
the . frozen crystals of snow from the sIds. This is particular.1y true 
in the ear13', sPring operation. 
The large potential for the snow plane probably lies in the 
sporting aspect of over-snow transportation. The type o~ thrill given 
by the snow plane is different from any other experience a persot:l bas. 
At the present tiJne, there are several organi zations in t he ~'leSi Yellow-
stone Hontana area, which have ' these snow planes and use them tor trips 
through the Yellowstone Pare chring mid,.winter. This Yellowstone area 1& 
ideal for this type of operation as the fairl;r wide highways provide an 
excellent runway for the snow planes to travel during the 'Winter. Also, 
these snow planes do not tend to pack the snow down too tightl3 as is 
the case with track type vehicles. This packing of the snow leads to dif-
ficulties when attempts are mace to plow the roads out with the rotary 
type snow plow in the spring. This plowing problem has led park officials 
to be very reluctant to permit track type vehicles ~ 00 much running on 







co NERrED TMCTOR SNC i VEHICLES 
Several cOLrpanies have made an attempt to have their tractors 
used as over-snow ve~~cles. The most outstanding of these is the 
Cletrac company which produces a mde treac , track vehicle of very 
light weight. (Figure 41.) Several of these Cletrac vehicles accom-
panied Commander Byrd on his last pre-\-1ar eJq)edi. tion to the Anarct~c area. 
The Caterpillar company and others in the crawler tractor business, 
have sold units of their tractors to several organizations in the n~rth­
ern Canada country where these vehicles are used for towing tractor 
trai.'1s of SUD ,. lies into isolated posts in Canada. These caterpi l lar 
type tractors have been successful in the area vilere the snow is not 
especial ly dee_ , and ~.h ere there is hard 'Wind packed t ype of snow which 
will SUP. ort practic~lly any weight of v ehicle. Another factor in the 
favor of t he s e tractor trains is, that they start relat ivel3' early in 
the l-rl.nter and then tend to follow the same track on each trip, 1.ffiich 
tends to keep t hem a path v~ well p acked down. 
The use OJ. t hese tractors in the mountaineous deep SnOl-T area, is 
pr actica lly useless as their ground pressure is too high to allow than 
to float on anything but the hec1.v:i.est of snow. The Cletrac compa.ny 
has included a kit J whereby laree two by four or two by six pieces of 
lumber could be bolted to the track and so increase the flotational 
area. However, the author's observation has been that when these ve-
hicles at t empted to travel L~ deep snow or es ecially in the grainy or 
~ owdery type of snow J they invariable rug in on the rear end and were 
able t o make little or no progres s in snow more than about 2! feet deep. 
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Tr.is modified Cletrac makes an ideal vehicle for t 1e rancher or farmer 
whose snow is not excessively de , uhere he might use it for tOl-ring 
feed to his cattle, etc., but for real over-snow tran ortation i n the 
mountains , it would not be satisfactor'J. 
It is regrettable that fe\-1 of t he major crawler type tractor com-





The Bombardier snowmobile is produced in large quantities in 
eastern Canada. It has been in use for several years and has found a 
wide acceptance, especially on the Great Plains of Manatoba, and 
Saskatchewan. It is especially adapted to areas where the snow has a 
chance to wind pack and assume a proportion C£ firmness . The Bombardier 
snorsno'~ile is a large machine capable of hauling twelve people. (Figure 
42.) The cab can also be fitted out to allow adequate, but cramped 
living quarters should the snowmobile be marooned in a storm or by 
breakdown. The Bombardier vehicle utili .&s two long tracks and two 
short skis in front. The slds can be lifted or depressed hydraulically 
to improve their steering reaction on the snow. The tracks are driven 
from a sprocket at the front end and the tracks run around a series of 
large wheels instead of over small bogie wheels. This arraneement mak~s 
a ver-J substantial track support system.. When in their own element on 
the open plains of Canada, these vehicles will do an exceptional job~ 
Especially outstanding is their speed. rhese vehicles,nbw have', Obta1.d 
speeds of fifty miles per hour on snow, which is extremely fast for any 
type of snowmobile operat~on. 
Operational tests have been run with the Bombardier sno~bile in 
the hieh mountain areas in the western states. The Bombardier has proven 
to have only limited success ~hen confronted with several feet of soft 
snow. The Pacific Bell Tele: hone Company tried this vehicle in the 
Hount Rose, Nevada area" and Bakersi'ield California area for maintaiiung 
their micro wave relay stations. They found the vehicle inacequate for 
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their use in the de~ mountain snows. The ve1;dcle is ~ll const-ructed 
and gi vas a person a feeling tba) much good design liQrk has gone into 
this vehicle. It presents the finished appearance of a modern auto-
mobile. 
The ability of this machine to operate so outstandi.ng~ on the 
plains of Canada and ld.th limited success in the western mountains of h 
the United State!;, points up the fact that it is extremel,y difficult 
for ~oae vehicle to meet the demands of the wide variety of snows 
and climatic conditions that are .found in d:i.f'ferent parts of the world 
where snow falls. These varying conditions ma;y very well be such a 
limiting-factor that no one snowmobile may do the job, but rather it 
may be necessary to make a vehicle which is successful in a relativeq 
narrow area and narrow varieties of snows. 
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CONCLUSION 
stuqy of. the many snouD1obiles pro<ilced at Utah State Agricultural 
College, and by other agencies , shows definitely that it is not practical 
to design one type of machine to meet the many varied snmi and climatic 
condi tions. Vehicles for use in the Arctic areas will need to be 
heavier built and ha1re an excellent spring suspension system to prevent 
failure of the vehicle from operation on rough terrain. An amphibious 
twe of vehicle is also strongly recommended for Arctic use or it will 
have limited value during the summer months. 
Snmnnobiles for use in deep soft snows of the intermountain areas 
sh~u1.d be as light as possible and still maintain adequate strength. 
Independent track suspension should be excluded to save weight and to 
distribute the ~ight over as large an area as possible. 
Full track vehicles require less horsepower to rollover the snow 
than 00 half tra ck, ski guided vehicles, to slide over the Snow, and 
in some operations, such as sidehilling, a lightly loaded finned type 
ski is desirable. 
Overall -rehicle weight should not exceed six-tenths of a pound 
per sqUare inch of track area. This ve1,ghtyarea fatio ' 1f not ex,. .,:_ 
ceeded assures satisfactory flotation in all types of snow. 
. Tracks should be relati vel¥ lonp' in proportion to their wi dth to 
reduce the frontal area and so lessen rolling reDistance in deep snow. 
A vehicle length-width ratio o:f It to 1 should, however, not be ex-
ceeded or turning ctl.fficulties will be encountered. 
The fai lure to prodlce a satisf~tory Sllo-tffllObile has been p rin-
cipally rue to two factors . Host commercial organizations have failed 
to recognize the many varied ki.nds of snow and have not designed to 
meet the most difficult concH.. tions. . These organi zations have att~ted 
to find substitutes for testing in actual field condltions. 
The snowmobile program at Utah state Agricultural College 
has reached a point where a combined cooper~tive effort by all personel 
concemed could pro<hce a coltlnercially practieal snowmobile. The 
personel of the Utah state Agricultural College, the utah Scientific 
Research Foun(1aj ion, and of other cooperating agencies have acquired 
.-
a background in over-snow transport that is outstanding in· the field, 
but there is definite need for a coordinating agency • 
. ·The failure of agencies and personel concerned to cooperati velJ' 
interchange Besign ideas and problems bas been as formidable a barrier 
to the success of the Utah state Agricultural College snowmobile pro-
gram as have been the tangible problerlS. 
The Utah Scientific Research Foundation is gradually becoming 
the coordinating aeency needed, and snowmobile models to meet bQth 
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APPENDIX 
TESTS OF mANIEE SNOSHU 
NO. 4 IN ORmON 
by' R. !.. Work 
Mod1t1cation ot steering 
Frandee SnoShu No.4 Ovar-Snov Machine 
As delivered b.r R. A. Work by the shops in Logan, utah, 
this experimental model (No.4) of the Frandee SnoShu waa 
steered by a single all metal sid., wrist-pinned to an iron 
pipe 7' 6- long. This pipe, in tum, vas pinned to the frame . 
of' the mach1ne b7 a horizontal shaft. The steering aiel. was 
mounted on a near~ vertical steering post at the ext,reme 
forward end ot the steering arm. The ald. vas rotated in a 
horizontal plane by a wrm and pinion steering shaft be-
tween the steering post and steering wheel in the cab of the 
machine. 
The sld. end ot the Logan steering arm, as the original 
ateerJ.ng assemb~ is teaaed, vas tree to move in a vertical 
arc upward or cb1lnVUd, vi th its canter of radlus the hor1-
sontal pin at the front of the machine rraa" but lateral 
movement of the 8ld end ot the arm, as induced by steering 
the sld., forced the machine to tollov around by leverage. 
The aId arm could ~ be raised man~ from the snow. 
S1m1.1ar~, the sId. could only be forced deeper into the 
snow b7 addition ot man-weight to the arm. 
The Logan sld. vas all metal. Its keel was boat shapedJ 
that iSI it had a 14de widt,h lift at its base along the long-itudinal axLs of the 8ki, tapering to a narrow edge at either 
end and alDng its snow cutting e~e. In hard snow this keel, 
because of its wedge shape, prevented the sId. from sinking 
into the enow sufficiently tor the nat surtace of the ski : 
to touch. nns caused weavy steering due to the ski boune1.n$ -
around on hard anow_ 
. This type or ski and steering ana had certain d1.sadnD-
t~esJ or at least there were feature which could be mdll:1.ed 
at small cost to i~rove the operating performance ot tbfJ 
machine, as well as the convenience and case ot steering, 
loadi.ng, and unloading. 
The features which were modified ware theset 
(1) The IDgan ana with attached ski had to be un-
pinned from the machine and loaded somewhere into the bed 
or the mother truck each time the machine was loaded on the 
JOOther truck. It had to be pinned back again to the machine 
'When unloaded from the mother truck. Since the arm and 
attached sJd. weighed 113 pounds an~ vas avkward to handle~ it 
was time con8Wld.ng and dlff1cult to take loose and reattach 
this arm each time the SnoShu vas transported. '!he arm 
could not be allowed to remain on the machine in a vertical 
pOsition, as in this position total clearance violated Oregon 
H1ghlRV' Code (12.5 feet allowable total load height.) 
(2) The Utah arm depended upon its own weight to force 
the ski keel into contact ld. th the snow surface tigbt~ 
enough to give steerage leverage to the machine. Supporting 
area ot the Logan ski vas 515 square inches. p~ of the ski 
normal~ loaded was O.n. Consequentq the steering arm was 
constructed in a heavier fashion than neces8ary fl-om the 
stand point of strength only. 'Ibis extra weight very slight~ 
increaaed PSI of the machine belt treadQ. 
(3) When running oyer bare ground, across logs or 
through stream channels, the machine operator ' either had to 
push the sld ahead of the machine over such surfaces of man-
ually' l.1!'t the am to a vertiical position and tie it to the 
machine in some fashiong while passing over the obstruction. 
Pushing a ski. through Jmld, roek or dirt is destructive of 
wax. Pushing a sId in cold weather through water usually 
results in instantaneous icing of the ski which destroys 
its free<bm to slide easi~ over snow. There is no question 
of the importance of being able to quickly and .si~ raise , 
the ski from contact w.l.th non-snow surf'aces. This was a 
feature ,iOf Tucker Sno-Cats which the writer always felt 
could be improved_ to 00 B1tIa::! wi til the necessity, of jWJping 
out to lower the wheels manual.ly wen crossing anow-bare 
surfaces then jumping out again to raise them. 
(4) , The lDgan sld., being all of steel, p'resented a 
surface to weh snow a<lli.ered readtly. Metal skis, ~ess 
of magnesium metal, do not slide 88 easi~ on snow as em 
hickory skis. This is particularly true 0:£ unwaxed metal 
surfaces en wet snow. 
Changes Mace 
To avoid the above disadvantages, a new steering arm and 
ski 'were built at Medford. The Medford ann was shorter and 
lighter than the Logan arm. It was appreciated that shorlen-
1ng the am would rechce the leverage available for moving 
the machine from straight ahead courses, but it appeared that 
if means were provided for ' forcing the sId into closet con-
tact with the snow surface, the machine would necessariq 
have to follow the circuit of the steering sld. Seven-
l;nmdred miles experience showed this to be so. '!he Medford 
.arm was built so it need not ever be detached from the machine, 
although it quickly can be. The arm is mere4r paised to a 
vertical position and fastened to the machine with a quick 
and posi ti va clamp before loading the machine for- transport 
on the 1'OOther truck. The Hedford ann met Oregon HighW8\1 ' 
Clearance Code. One man can EBSily raise the Medi'ord arm. 
The Medford arm and ski weights 92 pounds, about 20 percent 
less. , than the Logan ann and sld.. PSI of the Medford' ski 
JOOUnted on the arm without pressure applied was" O.09, or 
0.02 less than the wgan ald.. 
In order to force the ski into effective contact with 
the snow surface, a system of levers , and cables , operated ' 
!'rom the cab provides means ot instantly and ea:s1~ appl\r-
ing pressure to the ski ranging up to 0.21 more PSI than was 
effective on the original Logan arm and ski without additional 
weighting. (Total. possible PSI on Medford ski by' cab levers 
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alone. 0.32). 
~; Povertul twin springs in the lever and cable syst_ pro-
vides a cu.shion etfect' and allows the sid to ride oyer tm3 in-
visible object under the anow surface such as a log or rock. 
This springing etfect makes the whole machine ride easier 88 
it absorbs lllrching when the machine tips torward into an:r 
deep hole in th, snow. I:t also makes possible ~ther 1ncreu-' 
ing or decreasing PSI on the track treads, although, of course, 
it cannot affect total combtned PSI ot sId. and tracks. 
In order to 11ft the ~ completeq from the enOl(,' saHao9. 
a second lever arm inside the machine cab is used. This 
lever arm raises the $1d. a maxlDllm of 2.5 feet above the 
snow surtace. The skl. is held in this position lndaflniteq, 
it desired, while the machine crosses logs, JIald<\r or roclq' 
ground, or water. A quick adJusting chain link hitch allows 
the operator to adjust this two teet clearance one wq or 
the other to eoupEmsate £or depth ot sinkage into anal( ot 
the machine treads. The entire operation is controlled !rom 
wlthin the cab. Total weight of the complete system ot 
levers and cable 18 estiaated at 22 pounds. 
F1n~ a lighter, 8light~ sma"er and ext:-eme~ st.rang 
ak1 ot steel r1~ed hickDl7. vas provided on the Hedtard am. 
This sld.. holds wax longer than the metal sId and 'When bare 
ot vax slides better on sticq vet snow than the all metal 
ski. The ski 1s a vulnerable point or this machine. Like a 
boxer' 8 chin, it haa to be strong. 1 finned keel was pro-
vided instead of a ship shaped keel as on the Logan sld.. 
The Medford control MCbanism tor raising, lowering, 
and-appl\Ying pressure to the sId. 1s mechanical. The same 
principle could be achieved more e!feeti ve~ in re work;. 
manlike manner, and probably with less total add!. tion of 
weight through use ot a muble acting l\Ydraulic cylinder 
with safety valves. This vas not doqe at Medford because 
of the lack of funds, but it is recODlllended tor the next; 
test model. . 
Narrati va Account Over-8now Travel for Test Pw:poses Franciee 
SiioShU ~. 1!.. 1951- - - -
January 12.. Observers. Work and Frost. 
Snow vas very' 80ft and powdery but d1d not exceed thirtY' 
inohes depth. SnoSlm ascended Mount Ashland from Trail Ca:q> 
in second and low gear, an ascent ot 3,000 teet in five 
miles. Some d1.fficulty vas e.Jperienced on t1.tty teet at 
mild sidahilling due to the tact that not enough pressure 
could be applied to the steering skl to hold the nose at the 
machine up b:l:ll. It vas inteoded to test the macbine tor . 
cJ imbing abil11i7, sidehilllng abilityl turning radius, eto_, 
in the relati ve1y' nat snow .field near the 8WIIId. t or Mount 
Ashland. The machine reached this area and started the 
test when the tront ald.. b e1ng tumed at a right angle to 
the hor1 santa]. axi8 ot the machine to facil1 tate a sharp 
brake tum, struck a rock beneath the SlOW. The ski waa 
mocked coq:>lete~ ott the steering post. 'Ibis was du.e to 
a poor weld. It was iJYq)ossible to test the machine further 
wi thout this steering sld.. Therefore, the steering boom 
1mS clamped in a .vertical position and retum trip to'mother 
truck was made without cl1.fficulty through usa of the dLf'feren-
tiaJ. steering brakes. Return trip took about forty-five 
minutes. The brakes became very hot. Total Gasoline co .. 
SWlt'tion was 2.7 gallons, equivalent to 3.7 miles per g~on. 
Januar;y 20-21. Observe~c Work and Dr. Harvey Woods 
Following the trial run of J armary 12, some change? in 
the st,el!d:i.gg 1rYstem were made. The machine was then ar:Lvan 
to Lake-O-\-1oods, "Oregon on January, and returned January 
21. ~now was well packed. The machine sapk only four to 
t1 ve inches most of the route. No steep climbing was . en-
countered on this trip nor were any fallen trees encountered. 
Total mileage over snow vas 78 miles. The machine averaged 
8.3 miles per gallon of gasoline, carrying two passengers and 
a m.1.niJIwn of baggage. Snow samples taken at a newly estab-
lished test area known 88 Machine Track No.1, showed the 
machine was sinldng 1l.7 inches on snow with a total depth 
of ,36.6 incneB and density of 30 percent. On the return trip 
. over packed track, considerable cH.fttculty was eJq>~rienced 
in hold1.ng the machine in the track made the previous ~. 
This was due to inability to hold the single ski on the 18 i 
inch snOll ridge left between the tracks. This difficulty 
could be overcome by applying a great deal. more weight to the 
sId. or by using a steer:ing system of dual s1d.s spaced about. 
twenty inches inside to inside. fual sIds are believed the .-
best solution. It was also determined that the machine does 
not respond readily or posi t1 vely to the differential br~es. 
Evidently the hy'draulic cylinders are too small or the brake 
drum surfaces are too small or both. The dlf:t1.culty seems not 
to be vi til the brake linings getting wet, as the brake a ctim 
is equal.17 difficult whether the linings have had an opportu-
. nity to gather moisture or not. The third cri tic1sm leveled 
at the machine as determined on this trip was the exf:,reme 
amount of noise which evidently originates in the chairi drift. 
Noise itself is a fatiguing factor and for this reason the 
machine is tiring to ride in many ho~s at a stretch 
JaluBl7 23-24. Observers' Work an d Marshall. 
The machine on this trip carried observers to all of the 
cloUd seedlng stations 1n or near the target area in Southern 
Oregon • . On January 23, the machine traveled· 44 miles in 5! 
hours running time (estimated) an a verage speed of eight 
miles per hour. This trip, for the most part, was made in 
very soft settling and sticky snow. On machine Track No.1 
course J the machine sank 12.2 inches on snow 54. 6 . inches 
deep with density 0 f 38 percent. Denai ty of the traction 
layer was undetermined. The snow was 50 wet and sticky 
that it built up inside the track and became so densely 
compacted as to result in considerable los8 of power. The 
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co~acted snow adhering to metal parts bulged the track and 
made it as tight as a violin string. This loss ot power be-
came so great on one hill that is vas necessar.y to dig the 
compacted snow out ot the track with _ shovel before the 
SnoSbu could cont.1.nue. In connection with the snow built 
up inside the rubber belt track, it should be pointed out 
that snow encountered on this trip was as bad as encountered 
on the West Coast. It vas very sort 111 th poor surporting 
power and yet ot such bigh density- 80 as to be very adhesive 
and capable of being packed into a mass as hard as concrete 
(tJ.gurati ve~ speaking). On this trip several blowri-down 
trees wre encountered. Snow bridges vere built across 
several 8\leb trees. In two instances it was necessary' to 
cut trees. It was the opinion of both observers that this 
machine does not sumount tallen trees as quickly and as 
readily ~ the Sno-Cat. For one thing, betore crossing a 
fallen tree one m.et take care to chop otf any upright stubs 
or limbe which might otherwise puncture a tire. FUrthermore, 
the machine ooes not secure such good traction with rubber-
wood track in climbing over trees two or three teet in 
diameter as does the Sno-Cat with its sharp steel track. . 
Some dLtficulty was experienced on this trip due to breakage 
of the head housing, the lIOrIl, and steering pinion. This 
breakage was dua to the tact that the head had only' been 
spot welded and not sulf1ciemtly strong tor the use it has 
to take. By' judicious uee ot bailing wire and an old stove 
poker borrowed out of a cabin, the damaged steering gear 
. retumed the mach! a sa.fe1t to Medford. Gasoline conS'UDp-
tion on this trip vas l gallon per mile. (4 pdles per 
gallon). FUrther trouble was pointed out by ._ tluct~iDg 
amp. meter, tlbich vas later detemned to be due to a dI-
fectiT8 voltage regulator. A new voltage regulator was in-
stalled tol.loving this test run. It was noted that driv- }. 
ing this Jl8Cbine was conaiderabq more .tatiguing than driv-
ing the Sno-Cat in CODparable condltione. The \D&Chine was 
" tiring tor three reasqna. ' . 
. (1) mf'f1culty- in effectively steering the Frandee . 
machine} (2) noise and vibration originating tram chain 
drive in the transfer case) (3) lack ot springs 'between 
ohasis and boctr. On the credit side of the ledger it 
should be noted that a.tt,er leaving the mother 'truck on 
Januar.r 2..3 and before returning to it on January 24, snow 
melted ott the road tor a dtstance of 2! mas above the 
truck. Therefore, the Frandee ran on b are ground 'through 
mud and slush for 2f atles betore reaching the truck. The 
machine operated just as speediq and as easily on this 
slush and mud as on the snow. This would not have been 
true with a SnoCat • 
..,. .. Januar,y 26. Observers. Work, Frost, Beaumont, Marshall. 
This was the first trip ot the season in which the per-
fomance ot Frandae No. 4 was compared directly with that 
of a Sno-Cat 433. Both machines started toward Diamond Lake 
on the Union Cree~Dlamond Lake Highway. Each machine carried 
two passengers and a ndnumulll of gear. Snow daPth vas about 
40 inches. Snow was granular with poor supporting power. Men 
wi thout sids or snowshoes wOuld sink nearly to the hips or in 
·tact, almost to the ground. Within]DO yards after starting 
the run, in an Ettort to go around an obstacle across the 
road, the Frandee was driven ott the shoulder ot the highwq 
and fell through soft mow at a steep lateral angle. In an 
effort to extricate the machine, the driver applied the 
same technique that would be applied to a Sno-Cat; that is, 
he rocked the machine to and fro to pack the snow, then 
attempted to pull out of the hole with a sudden burst of 
power. As the machine was rocked back and forth, _ without 
the occupants lmowledge, the lett hand track friction grousers 
climbed up into and then to the inside of the idler wheel 
and upon md partly inside the rear drive wheel. It was, 
of course, necessary to rep lace the track before the machine 
could progress further. No cbubt some of the d1ff'lculty in 
removing and reinstalling the track to its prop ar position 
could '8e charged to the inexperience of the operators. 
However, due to the fact that the track vas januned and 
crinkled between the rear drive wheel and the body 0 f the 
machine, it was a difficult job. to remove and replace it 
properly. The procedur9 involved letting the air out of 
the tire and taking that wheel complete~ otf, then pull-
ing the track joining pin al d getting· the track to proper 
position before replacing the re-innated tire. It re-
quired one hour and 55 minutes to restore the track. 
There were many trees blown down across this route wch 
could not be bypassed. It again was noted that the Frandee 
mes not surmount such obstacles as surely and as quic~ 
as the Sno-Cat. In crossing one very large log ()ll[ a dl.agona1., 
just as the Frandee reached a balance point on the log, 
the machine unpred1 C'table and instantaneously spun to 'a 
position parallel to and strad<D.1ng the log. Fortunate~ 
the tracks of the Frandee are spaced sO clo.se together and 
the log was 90 large that the machine dtd not bracket and 
and hang up on the log. The driver was able to brake it to 
position for backing off the log. It was determined on 
this trip that increasing pressure on the steering ski. by 
ap L : roxlmat ely 100 pounds resulted in much grett er maneuver-
ability of the machine. However, we still think this 1s 
not as good as twin skis. 
An interesting aperiment to compare towing capacity 
ot these two machines vas tried. The Sno-Cat, which wEdghed 
about 3,000 pounds, was verymadil3 towed. by the Frandee, but -
the Fran dee , which weighs less than 3,000 pounds 1'ully loaded, 
could not be towed by the Sno-Cat. '!he reason was obvious 
in that the Frandee tracks are wider than the Sno-Cat tracks, 
and, therefore, prepared a packed surface in lbich the Sno-
Cat could travel. However, when the Sno-Cat attempted to tow 
the Fran dee , the Sno-Cat tracks, l:eing narrower, provi ded 
only a p~iall.y compacted track in which the Franciee could 
travel. That part ot each Frandee track running in soft 
unbroken snow provided 80 much resistance to towage that 
the Sno-cat t s traction was not adequate, although the Sno-
eat's power was ample. 
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Total Jdleage traveled vas 13 miles. Frandee gasoline 
conSWlpt1on vas 8.1 gallons, and 8ho-Cat gasoline con8UJll>1;icc 
vas 10 gallons. Neither maeh1ne used fIlJ.7 oil. The reason 
tor this ext~ b:1.gh gasoline con8Wl9tion on both 1l8.Chih8s 
tor 13 miles travel is not readily ' caplained, but engines 
were i cned tor hours lIhile building snow brl dges over big 
trees. 
In connection with these tests, it was noted that the 
Frandae machine vu more quickly unloaded and reloaded than 
vas the Sn~at. The Sno-Cat treads sank deep~ than the 
Franooe treads, to be expected, as Sno-Cat PSI is greater 
than Frandae. 
February 6. Observer. Marshall. 
The machine vas taken on its regular we~ 80 m1le 
cloud seedLng run to Buck Lake, La.ke-O-Woods, Fish Lake, and 
return. The operator vas Less Marshall of Medtord Irrigation 
1l1.strfct, &cco~anied bY' a Un! ted States Geological Survey 
represant at1 va who wanted to secure some stream gaginge. 
Marshall adri.s8d on return from the trip that he notioed 
oil laalcage from the tranater cue at each stop. Examination 
showed most of the oil lealdng £rom around the head of the 
bolt lIhich serves as pivot shatt tor the 1 dler sprocket ana. 
Marshall put four pounds ot 90 W oil into the transfer cue 
at Lake-O-Woods Where a supply ot gas and oil 1s cached tor ' 
winter use. 
He stated that he felt the Allen bolt and it tell ott 
into his hands. Examination of this broken end showed err&-
tall1~1on of some age, as the break vas rustY' where the old-
est. 
'rhe machine vas driven slov~ on the return trip at to 
exceed eight miles per hour at any time to redu.oe the oil 
laalcage to a Jldn1 mnm. The machine was put into the repair shop 
. at Bames Chevrolet, Medford, on Februa.zy 8, in..order to 
rout out the remaiDdBr of the broken Allen bolt and to attempt 
to put a gasket under the head of the bolt where oillealG-
~e~~~ . 
Some oil leakage vas also occurring tram the transter 
case cm.e to leaky grease seal8 on the dr1 ve shatt but this 
seemed minor, .so no ettort vas made to go, into this repair ' 
at this time as the nec,sa1ty was <k>ubtf'u.l and the JOOIl87 
vasn It &T&ilable Al\Y'hov. 
After Marshall retU.rned trom this 80 ndle trip, we 
noted a 'large chunk or rubber gouged out of the right icD.er 
wheel tire. Beaumont ventured the Opinion, which vas 
proven correct, that the tire, carxy.1ng only 22 pounds ot 
air pressure, vas being pinched in rough snow betweEll the 
steel track grabs and the wheel rim. It was concluded that 
tires should be innated to 32 pounds hereafter rather 
than 22 pounds as recommended by Logan. Otherwise, ve 
should eventual~ have no tires le.tt. The damaged tire 
vas replaced. (Notel As of ~l 1, no further tire damage 
has occurred. 32 pounds inITat10n answered this problem. 
On this trip, Marshall' ran aver a pine knot about l.S 
inches diameter and 8 inches long which had fallen r rom "a " 
tree into the route and imbedded in the snow in a vertical 
position. This knot punctured a jagged hole in the track 
belt and then stuck right there, perhaps for m1.les, until 
the driver hap ened to see it at a routine measuring stop. 
Had tlds knot penetrated a tire instead of the belt it 
doubtless would have Hamaged the tire just as easily as 
the belt. Moral seems to be that freakish tire punctures 
could occur on seeming~ smooth snow, even mre easily 
than when crossing a log where the driver obviousl3" would 
be on the lookout tor damaging prOjections. 
The machine now has been driven over snow 345 mi.lea. 
Average gas· conswuption has been t gallon per mile, or 4 
miles per gallon. 
February 11. Observerl Work. 
The machine was taken to Crater Lake to test competi ti ve~ 
8ga:1nst the Tucker 4 Pontoon Sno-l;at. IBv1d and Goliath, so 
as to speak. 
The snow was wind crusted, !'rozen, and 8Up!X'rted both 
machines without appreciable sinldng. Traction vas superb. 
The .Frandee demonstrated its superiority in speed and "'bare 
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" ground travel, but could not climb quite such steep grades 
as the Tucker 4 Pontoon. This was not due to 10s8 of trac-
tion, but was due to failure of the Frandee power ~lant to 
develop enough power. The Frandee stalled on a slow wind-
ing climb of about 50 percent grade in the timber, but the 
tracks did not spin. When the Franciee could get a running 
start at short "steep pitches, it went up a tew 60 percent 
short climbs, but could not lug up long ~sta1ned, very steep 
grades, as could the Tucker 4 Pontoon. 
NOIr, " ot course, elevation ate pover. The tests were 
mace at 7,000 teet elevation. The 73 H.P. Willys engine in 
the Frandee would deliver more power if the chain drive ratio 
vere sll.ght~ reduced. Top speed of the machine is rare~ 
utilized &.rl1'how, in either high or intermediate gear. Gear-
ing the chain ch-ive rechction trom 2.1 to, 2 • .511 would imrease 
power t and rechce speed l. The advantages of increased 
power applied through this change would offset any possible 
dtsadvantage through loss of speed. Gearing rechction 'WOUld' 
be better than trying to use a more powerful. and perhaps 
heavier engine. 
, !bis little Wil~s Hurricane engine runs like a clook, 
starts easily, runs cool, is easy on oil, and fairly easy on 
gas. It is a great engine for this machine and could har~ 
be ~roved. " 
February 1,6.;.17. Observers' Work, Woods, Thomas, Be~nt, 
Lombard, Morris. " " 
The Frandee and ~ the Medford Sno-Cat were driven to Lake-
O-The-Woods to compare performance and to secure snow samples 
at several widely separated locations tor spectroscopic an~sis 
tor silver iodide. 
Each machine carried three men and their sleeping bags, 
skis, personal belongings and food. The load was equally 
distribu ted between the machines. 
Snow at the beginning of the jpumey was packed road-way 
hard. Light snow began falling. N6\i snow on old amounted to 
about one inch by end ot the first day's journey at Lake-O-
Th~voods. By mid-day of the second day, on the return trip I 
maxi DDlm depth of new fallen powder snow was six inches at 
the summ1 t of the Cascades. Air temperature at sunrise the 
second ~ was 12 degrees F. 
·Both machines operated satisfactorily and without diffi-
cul ty of 8l'1Y' description. Each man drove each machine several 
miles under vazying condi. tions of' terrain and snow eover. 
lhe to the hard packed snow, the Franciee, lacldng springs, 
was very hard rid1n and 'Wlcomfortable. All members of the 
party commented on the greater eomfort of the Snc-Cat ride 
on hard snow. Conversely, most party members agreed that the 
Frandee was easier to steer on gently winding forest roads, 
but in erossing downed timber was less positive than the Sno-
Cat in getting across such obstacles. 
The Frandee proved slightly the faster of the two machines, 
by about two or three miles per hour, with both running at 
normal cruising speed. 
Total dtstance traveled by each machine was sixty miles. 
Ne! ther machine used any Oil, but Frandee leaked 2t pounds 
of 90 W from chain transfer case. All leakage sees to be 
around the drive shart from transmission to the transfer 
case. Evidently the grease seal is "shat tl • Fran dee 's gas 
consumption was 9.1 gallons or 6.6 miles per gallon. 
There was . general, but not complete, concurrance among 
the party on the following changes that would improve the 
Frandeel 
(1) Either silence the chain drive or substitute for 
the chain drive a conventional Willys-J eep transfer case. 
All concurred. 
(2) Substitution of Willys Transfer case would make 
available lower gears for crossing obstacles or for steep 
climbing. All concurred. 
(3) Mount the Frandee body on springs. lbe test 
mOOl is dead axle and very rough riding. Vibration is so 
excessive that crystallization of a feu welds on boqy- mem-
bers has occurred. All concurred. 
(4) Steering eould be i~roved by adoption of twin 
slds and mounted closer to the tracks than the single ski on 
this test model. A hydraulic pump and cylinder should pro-
vide means of applying pressure to the slds or 'lifting them 
from the snow as required. A springing system, as now used 
on this pilot machine, should be a part of the hydraulic 
lifter-depresser. This would provide resilien~ to sIds 
and make the machine -easier riding and less apt \to lurch 
in going over logs and snow ridges. Not all con·~urred. 
(5) An ~roved differential braking sy~em, is 
needed as the present brakes require too much ~muscle 
to operate. All concurred. . 
The Franciee test machine No. 4 has now op ~r~~ed nearly 
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500 ndlas, but not under such wide range of poor snow oon-
d1. tiona as sometimes occur in Oregon. However, the 500 
mles of operation has been sufficient to convince the 
writer that this machine is exceptionally meritorious and 
will unooubtecfi\y warrant wi de spread use in snow surveys 
after a few minor changes have been made. 
Some comments by two members of the party follows . 
Harol~ Thomas, lllstrict Ranger, U. S. Forest Service 
Ashland, Oregon'- "To improve SnoShu-, increase power and 
provide a better, top and wind shield. If I were to choose 
an over-snow machine, I would take the SnoShu." 
Ben Lbmbard, Attorney, Ashland, Oregon. "I would not 
now be able to deci de whether Sno-Cat or SnoShu is the 
better machine. Hare are some of my ' ideas on the SnoShu. It 
1. As cohstructed, cab is 'dangerous; offers no pro-
tection. 
2. Controls could be better arranged to afford more 
room and easier access. 
3. Vi sibili ty could be improved. 
4. Track controls \:fork hard and there should be a 
loeld.ng brake. 
5. I personally liked the single ' ski. and think. it is 
adequate." 
February 27. Observers: Beaumont and Cory. (Narrative by , 
Beaumont.) 
The round trip distance over snow to Windigo Pass is 
28 miles. The machine was , unloaded along side Wil~tte 
Highway which is kept clear of snow during the ldnter. The 
snow depth here was approximately 45 inches incllldi.ng six 
inches of fresh snow. 
After five miles, we came to a r ailroad crossing. The 
tension on the steering boom was released. Then, using the 
chain and the lever inside the cab, the steering ski was 
lifted approximate~ 2~ feet off the ground. A.t'ter crossing 
the first set' of rails, the machine lurched forward with such 
emphasis that it jigeled the pin loose from the chain which 
held the sld.-boom off the ground. The sId then fell, hitting 
the ground with the sId turned sidewise .and jammed against 
the outer railroad track of the second set of tracks. This 
bend the two inch pipe housing the steering mechanisrn of ' 
the sid so much that we were unable to tum the sId. The 
boom was, therefore, lifted up to the osition in which it is 
carried when the Frandee machine is loaded for travel. With 
the boom in this position, trip to Windigo Pass Snow Course 
(elevation 5, 7lD) was continued. steering was accomplished 
by using the hand brakes. The last three miles of the route 
into Windigo is through a fore st of large trees. Many deep 
snow pockets on either side of the road someti l es extend 
well into the center of the road. It is necessciry for the 
machine to travel through these pockets. This occurs fre-
quently in the last three miles of the route. \fuenever 
one of these pockets could not be avoided, the nt,achine was 
driven into the pocket, then turned e1 ther right or left 
so that the iron t of the machine pointed straight up the 
opposite si de of the pocket. vIe would then shift into 
low gear and climb out of the pocket. It was necessary to 
. shovel a path into some of these pockets as the brakes did 
not give sufficient control to steer an accurate course. 
However, traction in climbing in or out was excellent and 
shoveling was necessary only because we di..d not have control 
over the steering. The depth ot these pockets ranged from 
three to six feet and diameter ranged from 15 to 18 feet, 
sometimes with a tree in the center of the pocket. 
At the top of Wind1.go Pass, the machine sank approximately 
10 inches. Snow depth here was approximately 120 inches. 
Depth of new snow was 18 inches. 
The return trip from Windlgo was uneventful except for 
the same difficulty with snow pockets as encount.ered on 
the way in. Eight 6/10 gallons of gasoline vas used. I-tiles 
per gallon, 3.2. 
Total elasped time for the entire trip to Windigo was 
8! hours. Two and one half hours were required to s~le 
the course. Travel time would have been eonsiciera ~ less 
had not the ski. steering mechanism been broken, resulting 
in steering difficulties. 
March.3. Observers I Beaumont and Cory. (Narrative by 
Beaumont.) 
The bent steering post was repaired at Bend, Oregon, 
prior to this trip. The machine was unloaded at Crescent 
Lake townsite approximately 12! miles from the snow course 
at Summit Lake. Total snow depth at Crescent Lake was about 
60 inches including 18 inches of fine, loose snow at the 
surface. No difficulty was encoW1tered in vertically climb-
ing out of the plowed road. A minimum amount of shoveling 
was necessary. The first six miles of the trip was W1event-
ful as the road followed the west shore of the lake ,d th 
very even ~ade and no appreciable increase of snow depth. 
However, af'ter the sixth or seventh mile, steep climbing be-
gan. This long hill is so steep that only a pickup truck . 
ia lowest gear can ascend it in the summer. 
The Frandee with three passengers including the driver 
loaded so that it weighed between 3,100 and 3,200 pounds, 
climbed this hill without any difficulty at all. Low gear 
was used throughout the climb. The machine sank approxi.mate~ 
fourteen inches in the loose snow. A man without the ai d of 
snowshoes sank into his mees in thi s loose snow. There vas 
Borne evidence of the track slipping in the snow, but at no 
ti~ dtd forward motion of the machi: e cease. Dlring this 
prolonged clirrb the engina ' did not indicate a temperat~e 
hieher than l(i) degrees. The route into Swmnit Lake con-
tinues along a forest road which again has many large trees 
alongside it which resulted in large interception pits. 
There are also many steep pitches and uo-grades after the 
prolonged hill is climbed, slt7J1le of these with a grade of 
at least forty percent to forty-five percent. 
At all times during the ascent of these grades ~d travel-
ing through the numerous pits encountered, tractiqn waQ 
sufficient. However, it is felt that a di tional power 
would have been helpful seTeral times. This additional 
. power could be s .ecured by gearing the machi r.e a litt le 
lower. 
Particular attention and care mst be used when side 
hill s are encountered. The whole machine has a tendency to 
slide to the lower part of the hill. The steering sky may 
be used as a support provided the snow is not too soft. This 
is accompli~hed by keeping the machine higher 'than the ~ld. 
on the hill and then turning the sId. so that the front of .it 
points up the hill, thus resultin _ in a support for the entire 
I18.Chine. If the passenger in the right seat will then hold 
the uphill brake, the machine may be negotiated across the 
face of a side hill in a sideward motion. 
At one time during the trip the canvas covering on the 
cab was punctured by a branch. It is recommended that 
passengers riding in the rear of the cab be warned of this 
.possibility. A metal cab would be bett er, of course. lllring 
this trip, the machine sank to the upper top of the track in 
some places were drifts were ' encountered. Snow filled the 
inside of the track so as to co~letel3" blanket the wheels • 
. he only evidence of snow pacldng on the track was in the 
metal cleats where the tires ride. It became necessary to 
know this snow and ice off occasionally. The efficiency of 
the ski. in steering the machine when soft snow is ' encountered 
is redlced as the sid. may be turned 51 deways and has very 
,little effect ~f any on turning the machine. The ski. was 
completely out of sight much of the time, and the steering 
post was only visible from the top supporting bar of the 
armiruss. 
Difficulty in steering the machine was encountered be-
cause of lack of visibility. A fine snow spray from the 
track continuously blow over the whole machine, obscruing 
the view through the t-lindshield. It became necessary for the 
driver to steer with his head out of the window. An 
aooquate B;istem of sldpes and heaters are necessary to 
correct tbi's difficulty. 
Elapsed time on this trip (24 miles over snm-l) was 
exactly five hours. With one hour taken to measure the snow 
course I travel time was four hours . G'as consumption on this 
trip was six gallons: l.e. 6 JTP.les per hour speed, four 
miles per gallon gas consumption. 
. Snow fell during the entire ti n-e. On the return trip 
the machine track in the snow was fil l ed with fresh snow. 
There was no appreciable difficulty in driving the machine 
home in the broken t rack or in fresh snow. It is the 
~~erts opinion (Beaumont) that the model 423 Sno-Cat 
would not have successfully complet ed this trip due to 
soft snow. 
The following design changes would increase the 
efficiency of the machine. . 
(1) A more adequate braking system to ' give more ' 
posi ti ve control. It is felt that this could be accom-
plished by increasine the brake drum surface and perhaps 
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using a larger hydraulic cylinder. One possibility ~ be 
to connect these cylinders to a spring load steering system. 
This braking system then could be used to steer. (2) 48 
mentioned before, changes to insure better visibility through 
the windshield is also necessary. (3) It is also felt that 
the cab could be improved for bet tar comfort of the passengers. 
(4) A fuel gauge would enable more convenient operation. 
March 7. Obs~rs. Beaumont and Perry. (Narrative by 
B eau:nx>nt. ) 
J$2 
. Combiried oyer-snow nd.leage on these two trips was 37 miles. 
Gasoline con~ion was 11.2 gallons. Nothing unusual was 
encountered chring either of these trips except a test was 
made to see how steep a hill the machine could climb. A 
slope of approximate~ 45 percent was negotiated with no dit-
i'icul. ty. Snow depth here vas about 30 inches ~ wi. th about 
10" inches of fresh snow. A man on the Snow, Wlsupported by 
snow shoes, sank about 18 inches. Af'ter t he machine climbed 
to the top ot this hill, it was necessary to hold both 
brakes in order to keep the machine from sli ding backwards. 
The machine was backed straight dow the hill again by using 
the brakes. At 81V position on this hill, -the machine could 
be stopped and started uphill again. 
It is the writer's opinion that a Sno-Cat wuld not have 
been able to climb this hi l l. In other respects, the 
writer of t~s chapter compares the ~dee and Tucker 423 
Sno-@at as follows& 
. 1. Traction 0 f the Frandee is believe-d to be very 
appreciablJr gre.:lter than that of ' Sno-Cat under soft snow 
con~ tions such as these. 
2. The Frandee under all condi tiona is faster than 
the ,Snc-Cat. 
3. Because of the Sno-Cat's springs and motion of its 
pontoons, the Sno-Cat under hard snow eondi tiona, is mch 
more comfortable machine to' ride in. 
4. Control of the Frandee on sidehills is more secure 
than the Sno-Cat. There is less tendency for the front end 
of the machine to slide downhill as occurs with the ski 
models ot the Sno-Cat. The entire weight of the Frandee fs . 
borne on the driving tracks, whereas the Sno-Cat, the 
front skis support a considerable amount of the weight. The 
Frandee negotiates and climbs over hardened snow banks much 
easier and with less hand digging than the Sno-Cat. Thus,. 
it is the considered opinion of this driver that if a few 
minor changes and one or two main ones be incorporated in 
the Frcmdee to JDi.ke it Dk?re comfortable for the passengers, 
to imp~e the braking system and to make it steer better, 
thEll this would be abetter machine for snow surveys with 
less upkeep than the Sno-Cats. 
This ends Beaumont' a narrative. 
Acco~anying Mr. Beaumont on two of these trips was 
H. • Cory, ntstrtct Forest Ranger, United States Forest 
Service, Crescent, Oregon. 
On March 15, Mr. Cory 14"ote to Beaumont &8 followsl 
"I have gon·e over your fonn for comparing the two over-
snow machines. As you will note, I am inclined to favor the 
SnoShu and believe by the tiIne it has been used to the extent 
the Sno-Cat has been used, it will be a very superior machine. 
On the form, I noted larger brakes should be installed and 
elimination of the ~1Jlar sld. so steering would all be done 
differentiall.y. Perhaps a couple of steering clutches could 
be incorporated to get away from the heJ.VY power drain when 
making tight turns and to reduce wear on t he steering brakes. 
The comfort i tam can also be brought into focus for a 
little dtscussion. Chief objection is the lack of foot room, 
making a long trip tiresome for legs, especia~ ankles. 
The nat floorboard also contributes to foot dtscomrort. It 
would help a great deal to incline the forward portion 0 f 
the floorboard in a manner similar to an aut:omobile. 'Ibis ' 
criticism can also be applied to the Sno-C.at. 
Visibili ty is good but could be improved by elimination 
of the vertical posts and relocatin the windshield wipers 
to coVer the portion of the center section c£ the windshield 
nonnally used for forward vision. It would be de .... irable to 
extend the cab forward to a point about half way along the 
engine compartment if engine accessibility could be maintained. 
From the forego:ing COllD'llents it might seem that there is 
very little good about the SnoShu. I feel, though, that the 
track principle is right and that the desigl!.ers have only to 
work out the minor difficulties and a very practical machine 
can be deve;1oped. 
I would suggest the tool list include a clamp for 
tightening the track to the point where the splicing pin can 
be inserted should it be necessary to replace a track in 
the field. Also, a high lift jack such as the "Handy Nan" 
could possibly be included. 
The cab as constructed appears to be rather inadequate. 
There are taes af'ter a heavy snow stonn, when the snow falls 
from the trees in great gobs. It is que r"tionable whether 
the cab would withstand the shock of a direct hit from one 
of these gobs of snow. Also, the lei't door is too narrow, 
ma1d.ng it difficult to get into and out of the driver's com-
partment. 
Finally the speed ratio between the eneine and the 
tracks should be changed to allow slower ground speeds, and 
give better performance in tieht spots. I 
In D\Y opinion, this machine is the most practical one 
I have yet seen. The track assembly should be far less 
e~ensi ve to install and maintain than ' the complicated track 
and pontoon system used by the Sno-Cat." 
On another of Beaumont's trips, _ he was accOli.t>anied by 
A. E. Perr.y, Water.master of Deschutes COtUlty. Perry is a 
23-year snow surveyor with lots of Sno-Cat, M-1, and pro-
peller job eJCPerience. 
Perry said "if I were to bUJ' a machine for snow surveys 
this SnoSlru, if improved, would suit me." ' 
He made the followin sugpestions to im Drove the SnoShu 
1. Turn the front "axlw over so drive is~ on one side • 
when the other side is locked so it ltr.l l l steer with brake~ and 
do away with sld. 
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2. Mount cab on springs for easier riding. 
3. Square up front of cab and take out glass anp. 
put automobile wind-sheild glass in. (narrower) 
h. Hinge doors from front and have glass tops--
two pieces that slide sidewa.Ys. 
5. Use small hydraulic cylinders . for braking ef . ort. 
(use pump and tt-iO t'l-TO-way valves) 
6. Use a larger chain sprocket on the drive shaft, 
which will reduce speed a little and give more power for 
hard pulls and drive easier on hard snow that is rough. II, 
Following Beaumont I s return from this trip, Work 
noticed a damaged bearing on the main drive shaft into 
transfer case. It was fortunate that Beaumont got back 
to he dquarters without the machine breaking down. 
The entire. transfer case was removed, and following 
contacts wi tl1 the Loe;an office I air e~ressed to Logan for 
extensive repairs. The full nature of repairs can best be 
repoz:t,ed by Ross Eskelson. It consisted of line boring .all 
shaft holes in the transfer case an d installing new bear-
ings and tightening the case against leaks. 
l-'JArch 23. Observers: Work and Kent. 
The job was test-hopped to be sure it was in shap:e for 
extended snow survey travel, following the extensive repairs 
to the transfer case, noted above. 
The machine was drlven over snow and mud 12 miles 
round-trip to Hyatt Prairie Snow Course. Snow was ba~ 
melted out. The machine crossed bare ground, water, and 
some mud holes at least 100 times. Round trip took 65 
minutes. It would have taken not less than four hours by 
Sno-Cat due to mud. The SnoShu worked fine and evi dently 
is ready to tum over to lIelson for Idaho tests. However, 
t4e ride was extraordinarily rough and left no doubt in 
the minds of the operator and passenger that this outfit 
must be improved with springs between chassis and body to 
cut down on vibration and c~stallization of metal welds, 
not to mention discomfort. 
Harch 27. Observer: Beaumont. (Narrative by Beaumont) 
Air temperature at start of trip was well below 
freezing. The snow pack was hard frozen. Snow depth at 
the starting point of this tri~ to \-lindigo Pass was about 
40 inches with a density of 40 ercent. Two passengers' 
and nomal equipment were carried on this trip. Travel 
began in high gear with an indicated speed {)f about twenty 
miles per hour. It soon became ap!)arent that this speed 
could not be maintained due to the excessive vibration of 
the machine. The snow surface was extremely rough from 
uneven melting. Each frozen rib or raised portion of the 
snow acted as a It curbstone" , resulting in excessive jarring 
eyen though these ribs, in some cases, were no more than 
three or four inches a ove the snow survace. Speed was 
reduced to three or four miles per hour to hel!J prevent the 
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vibra tion. Low gear operation was necessary for the entire 
fourteen mile trip ro \dndigo Pass and part of the way back 
until air temperature rose suf'ficiently to soften the top 
layer or the snow. Excessive vibration broke the WiIldows 
of the machine and loosened many boetv' screws and bolts. It 
appeared, also J that the peculiar operation of the three 
uni t voltage regulator is due to this vibration. Two 
new voltage regulators have been installed on this machine. t 
On installing, they checked out alright, but after a shon 
period of operation, became subj ect to lIticldngll and con-
stant jumpine of ammeter from full charge to zero while 
the machine is not in motion. The battery is also notioed 
, to be lealdne fluid out of the top . This is not believed 
due to "boilingfl tbe. battery. The engine, since the be-
ginning, has been extremely easy at all times to start. 
The battery .leald.ng is believed . due to excessive machine 
vibration in hard snow. 
March.30. Observersi . Beaumont and Nelson. (Narrative by 
Beaumont) 
steering mechanism of the machine failed. The ver-
tical. shaft that connects the ski with the wormgear at the 
to of the steering boom crystalli zed. I nspection revealed 
that it had been c racked for some time. It is b elieved 
that the excessive vibration ~ have been responsible for 
this. 
,It is therefore imperative that the body be separated 
f'rom the chassis, by adequate springs, so as to add com-
fort and chlrabili ty to this machine. 
Conclusions and Recommendations. 
Beaumont.) (Joint by Work and 
1. The braking system requires improvement. This is 
probably the most important requiremmt for improving this 
machine to the point where it can go into standard procbc-
, tion for snow survey use. ' mfferential clutches as well as 
brakes, bigger brake drums, b ettar lining, perhaps means for 
smoothly applying greater pressure J are some of the things 
to be considered. The brakes work against the engine in 
this test model. 
2. fual skis rather than single ski should be provi ded 
spaced about 20 inche inside to inside so as to run in track 
marks on old trail. The slds should be on a shorter arm 
than on the pres-.;nt model, and th!s arm should be bydran-
l1chl.ly raised or depressed by cab control. This system 
should be designed to allow variable pressure on the slds, 
but with safety releases. The twin skis should individJ.~ 
have not less than 350 square inches surface and the keels 
of each not less than 80 square inches surface, or depth 
1es8 than 3 inches. Each sid should be on an inclined ldng-
pin so as to tip the ski si daways on turns, tlms inCreasing 
the keel fin e.rfect. .. 
3. The body of the machine should be moun ted on springs 
and redesigned so that there is only one full width shatter-
proof truck windshield. Metal cab should be provided. Can-
vas cab is not desirable. Comfortable bucket seats are 
needed. Adequate hot water car heater, electric swipes and 
defrosters are absolutely essential. 
4. Power-speed ratio should be reduced to provide more 
power at expense of ~eed, if necessary. If a Vlillys Jeep 
transfer case be provi ded instead of present chain dri va, 
speed could be retained but more power would be available 
when ne eded. 
5. All voltage regulators on this machi ne's wooden 
dash should be grounded, otherwise the regulators burn out. 
It cost us two regulators to find this out. 
6. Every effort should be made to reduce noise. Sub-
stitution of a Willys transfer case for the present chain 
transfer case, we think, would help , as most of the noise 
seems to telegra_ h through the machi ne from the chain drive. 
Costs must be held dmm and we appreciate the chain transfer 
as a means to this end, but the excessive noise is dis-
tracting and tiring. 
7. The Medford Frnndee lost its track only once but 
that once was annoying. ie incli ne to the opinion that the 
steel track wheel ·grabs could be made one inch de99er, This 
would tend to prevent the track from coIning orf . I t might 
slightly increase frictio~ but if the extra inch on the 
grab was flared out alit :-le, increased friction would be 
negligible. 
8. Tires should run at 32 pounds pressure. The use · 
of six pl,y tires would be desirable. 
9. The track shol-1s no appreciable signs of wea r or 
abuse, nor cD the tires af'ter 765 miles travel. However, 
the hickory cleats are showing a litt le SCOuring, but would 
be good for two or three thousand more miles. If Ross will 
impregnate these cleats in the future with boiled linseed 
oil mixed with turpentine (for penetration) it will harden 
the wood and they will last indefinitely. 
10. The Willy's Hurricane Power plant is ideal. This 
little engine starts in the colde:.; t weather and runs like 
a clock. 
ll. 111e track tightening arrangement is very ingenious 
and has worked perfectly. J o comments other than to suge;est 
some simple means of detennining if -track tension is the same 
on both tracks. Ie just guess at it now, but perhaps this 
isn't especially important, anyhow. 
12. l2. Finally, if the above recommendations be engineered 
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into future models for further testing, the writer is con-
vinced that this Frandee ldll be &uperior to any other 
machine now known for snow EfUrve--J use. The designers and 
builders have performed snow surveys a good turn and are 
entitled to full conunendation. 
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